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Abstract

As educational technology evolves, there is a growing interest in applying VR
in teaching complex scientific concepts that benefit from a visual and immersive
learning environment. Motivated by the promising results of VR in medical
education across multiple disciplines, we aimed to investigate the applicability
and effectiveness of this technology in pharmacology education. This discipline,
which involves understanding how drugs work within the human body, is often
considered complex and challenging for students. However, it is a critical com-
ponent of medical education and is essential in treating and preventing various
diseases.

The study was driven by two research inquiries. The primary inquiry aimed to
explore the potential design possibilities of a virtual reality (VR) simulation for
visualizing the pharmacological effects of beta-2-agonists in asthma treatment.
The secondary question focused on evaluating the perspectives of students and
educators regarding the efficacy of the VR application in learning pharmacology
concepts compared to conventional teaching approaches.

The application underwent two rounds of evaluation sessions with both students
and teachers. Participants responded positively to the immersive learning ex-
perience, particularly appreciating the detailed visualizations and interactivity
offered by the VR application. Their feedback highlighted the potential of VR
to create a more intuitive understanding of complex pharmacological processes.
Despite the evaluation phase featuring a limited number of participants, the
received feedback suggested a promising potential for VR as an additional tool.
The study, therefore, serves as a proof of concept, showcasing the possibilities
of VR in enhancing pharmacology education and paving the way for future
research and development in this area.
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Glossary

anatomy teaching The educational process that delves into the structure and
function of body parts in living organisms. In the context of VR, it allows
for an immersive exploration of anatomical 3D structures and physiological
processes. 3, 8

asthma management The ongoing process of medical care and lifestyle ad-
justments to control asthma symptoms and prevent asthma attacks. 11,
91, 92

beta-2-agonist A class of drugs that relax and widen the muscles of the air-
ways, resulting in easier breathing. They are often used to treat conditions
that lead to narrowed airways, such as asthma. In the context of short-
acting beta-2-agonists, these medications provide quick relief from acute
symptoms. 3, 5, 10, 55, 62, 65, 81, 91–93

component In 3ds Max, a component refers to the fundamental parts of a 3D
model, including vertices (corners), edges (lines), polygons (faces), and
more. These components can be selected and manipulated individually or
in groups to model and modify 3D objects. 35, 36

GameObject The base class for all entities in Unity scenes. Game objects can
have components attached to them to define their behavior. 48, 49, 51,
55, 56, 73

haptic feedback Refers to the tactile sensation or physical vibrations gen-
erated by a device or interface to enhance user experience and provide
sensory cues. 14

head-mounted display In the context of virtual reality, a head-mounted dis-
play (HMD) is a wearable device that provides immersive virtual experi-
ences. It achieves this by projecting images onto screens close to the user’s
eyes, creating the illusion of being in a different environment or reality.
12, 13

morph target A morph target is a deformed version of a shape that can be
used to create a transition between two shapes. In the context of 3ds Max,
this technique is often used in animations to smoothly transition between
different states of a model. 41
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refresh rate Refresh rate, in the context of displays, refers to the number
of times per second that an image on a screen is updated or refreshed,
measured in hertz (Hz), which affects the smoothness and responsiveness
of visual content. 14

scene A container for a set of assets, game objects, and environments. Each
scene represents a different level or part of your game. 17, 29, 40, 79

unity A cross-platform game engine developed by Unity Technologies, used to
develop video games for PC, consoles, mobile devices, and websites. 16,
17, 36, 40, 44, 45, 48, 73, 84

Unity Asset Store Amarketplace where creators can find, buy, and sell assets
to use in their own Unity projects. 85

virtual reality Computer-generated simulation of a three-dimensional envi-
ronment, allowing users to interact within a virtual world. 1
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Problem Description

Virtual Reality (VR) is increasingly being used to aid education across multiple
domains [1]. Numerous studies have explored the potential benefits of incor-
porating VR technology into education. These studies have examined VR’s
impact on learning outcomes, student engagement, and more. Results from ex-
isting studies suggest that VR can be a valuable tool for improving education
across a wide range of subjects and domains. Coupled with recent technolog-
ical advancements making VR more accessible, the future of VR in healthcare
education is exciting and full of possibilities. Pellas et al. [2] stated, ”The
abundance of computing resources and devices that support new dimensions of
VR technology alongside the realistic simulated representational fidelity of vi-
sual objects and elements generated by computer graphics create unprecedented
opportunities in teaching and learning.”

Healthcare is considered one of the biggest adopters of VR training [3]. It has
already been used in the mental health domain [4] for areas like exposure and
distraction therapy [5][3]. Additionally, the adoption seems to be high for educa-
tional programs teaching procedural skills and clinical training. The midwifery
program at the Western Norway University of Applied Sciences (HVL) has al-
ready embraced and integrated the technology into its curriculum. The ability
to repeatedly simulate and practice clinical scenarios without putting patients
at risk, coupled with the fact that active engagement has become widely ac-
knowledged as an essential part of the learning process [6], has been a selling
point for adopters of VR in healthcare education.

The integration of VR technology in pharmacology education, however, remains
an area that has not been extensively explored. Pharmacology is the branch
of medicine concerned with the uses, effects, and mechanisms of action of pre-
scription drugs. It encompasses the study of how medications impact the body
and their metabolic processes [7].

Pharmacology education involves learning about the effects of medicines on the
human body and the processes by which the body metabolises these substances.
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Students are introduced to the intricate mechanisms of drug metabolism within
the human body, including the distribution of medications from their entry
points to their intended targets, as well as the interactions between these med-
ications and various organs. Notably, a single medication may be administered
via different routes, such as oral ingestion or intravenous injection, resulting
in distinct trajectories within the body and ultimately leading to variations in
therapeutic effects [8].

This limited exploration of VR technology in Pharmacology education may be
attributed to certain studies indicating that VR exhibits greater efficacy in
teaching procedural skills rather than enhancing general knowledge among stu-
dents [2]. However, Kyaw et al. [9] have found evidence suggesting that VR
improves postintervention knowledge and skills outcomes of health professionals
when compared with traditional education or other types of digital education
such as online or offline digital education.

Regardless, our collaborators, Jon Andsnes Berg and Trond Trætteberg Serk-
land, who teach pharmacology at the University of Bergen (UiB), are increas-
ingly seeing a need for developing different teaching methods in this domain.
Their personal experiences seem to align with the findings of Supper et al.[10]
and Ashour et al. [11], that there is a growing expectation from learners re-
garding the use of technology in education. A study conducted by Bati et al.,
published in 2013, explored the reasons behind students’ non-attendance of lec-
tures within medical educational programs at Ege University [12]. Among the
663 participants involved in the study, 45.8 percent of respondents expressed
agreement or strong agreement with the statement ”The lectures are boring” as
a contributing factor for their lecture absences. VR has the potential to address
this issue by offering an engaging and immersive learning experience that could
potentially mitigate the perceived boredom associated with traditional lectures.

In addition to students’ expectations changing, traditional teaching methods do
not always provide the best platform for learning, and the methods used during
medical education can have a significant impact on learning among medical
students [13]. These traditional methods, often characterized by their focus on
memorisation of facts and concepts, are conveyed through lectures, textbooks
or videos [14]. Supper et al. [15] states that bridging the gap between teachers
and students is a key challenge of medical didactics.

Berg and Serkland have identified VR as a tool that could mitigate some of
the existing barriers and challenges. Recognising the educational benefits ob-
served in various domains, they proposed a project aimed to develop a VR
application that could be used as a supplement to traditional teaching meth-
ods in pharmacology education. Furthermore, the notion of utilising VR to
explore pharmacological concepts has also been suggested by Coyne et al. [6],
emphasising the potential of VR as a platform for providing immersive learning
experiences in the field of pharmacology.

Virtual technologies hold the potential to foster increased commitment and mo-
tivation among students [17]. Notably, VR has demonstrated the ability to
enhance learning outcomes in certain instances [18]. A study from 2018 con-
cluded that integrating VR into neuroanatomy training may improve knowledge
retention and increase study motivation [19]. Given the applied nature of the
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Figure 1.1: VR in medication
[16]

pharmacology discipline, Berg and Serkland have theorized that integrating VR
elements into the classroom setting could prove beneficial for pharmacology stu-
dents. This proposition finds support in findings from other domains, such as
anatomy teaching and midwifery education, where the incorporation of VR has
yielded positive educational outcomes [20][21].

Allowing students to follow the journey a medical substance takes through the
body could give them a greater understanding of its mode of operation. An
interactive VR experience could give students the opportunity to explore what
happens inside the body when a substance is absorbed in a new way. This would
provide opportunities for active learning, which research has found can be more
effective than passive learning [22] and at the same time cater to students grow-
ing expectations for the use of technology in higher education [23]. Being able
to go in and out of organs and see how medications work from within could give
the students the opportunity and freedom to observe specific pharmacological
concepts at their own pace and accord.

The superior aim of this project is to investigate the perceptions and motiva-
tions of pharmacology students and educators to adopt VR elements that have
shown positive signs in other fields. While it is possible that VR may have an
impact on learning outcomes, it would not be possible to do any meaningful
research into this due to the limited time frame of the project. Instead, this
thesis will explore the technological possibilities and limitations of VR used in
pharmacology education through the development of a ”proof of concept” VR
application. It will further utilise this application to evaluate the perception
and motivation of students and educators.

Our research questions will be addressed by utilising the design science principles
and methods more extensively described in Chapter 3. The software engineering
part of the project will be to develop a proof of concept VR application, an
artifact, that shows how VR could be used to visualise the effects different
medicinal drugs have on the human body. Specifically it will showcase the effects
Beta-2-agonist have on the lungs in the treatment of acute asthma attacks. Users
should have the ability to follow a specific medicine from the point of ingestion
to its target destination in the body, where it takes effect. With a user-friendly
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interface, the application should be easy to use and understand, with clear
explanations and graphics to help the students understand the processes that
take place in the body. The artifact will then be used to gather feedback through
user testing and evaluation.

1.2 Research Questions

The field of pharmacology requires a practical understanding of how medications
interact with the human body. Therefore, we hypothesised that an interactive
VR experience would give pharmacology students the opportunity to explore
and better understand the processes that take place in the body, potentially
leading to increased engagement and motivation. To address these specula-
tions, we formulated two research questions to explore VR technology being
introduced to Pharmacology education.

• How can we design a Virtual Reality simulation that enables
users to observe the pharmacological effects of beta-2-agonists
in the treatment of asthma?

• How do students perceive the effectiveness of VR applications in
helping them learn pharmacology concepts compared to tradi-
tional teaching methods such as lectures, textbooks, or videos?

1.3 Scope & Limitations

Developing a VR solution can be a time-consuming process, so it was impor-
tant to set realistic goals and priorities for the project. From the perspective of
our collaborators, Berg and Serkland, the ultimate aim is to develop a compre-
hensive VR application that provides an in-depth exploration of various med-
ications, utilising the full potential of available technology. In addition, this
application would be integrated into the educational program, providing cover-
age across multiple curriculum areas. However, due to the time frame of this
project, it would be challenging to cover multiple medicines in detail.

A VR solution could provide a broad overview of multiple medications. In-
stead of covering every detail of multiple medications, it could provide a broad
overview of various types of drugs. However, after considering the options and
the constraints of the time frame, the choice was made to focus the VR solution
on a single class of medication.

Keeping the future use of such an application in mind, it was decided that
this approach would give the tester a better idea of the usefulness of a finished
medical catalogue in VR. Considering the target audiences also contributed to
the decision to go deeper into one type of medication. As a result of their ex-
isting knowledge of medications and their overall understanding of the field of
medicine, they may have higher expectations regarding realism and pharmaco-
logical accuracy. These expectations would be easier to meet when focusing the
VR application on one specific type of medication.
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When contemplating the selection of an appropriate medication, the available
options appeared virtually boundless, encompassing a plethora of pharmaceuti-
cal interventions. This complexity is further magnified by the diverse pharma-
cological mechanisms these medications elicit within the human body. In the
USA alone, over 20,000 prescription drug products are approved for marketing
[24].

Discussions with domain experts at Haukeland University Hospital (HUH) led
to the decision to focus the VR application on asthma medication. Asthma was
chosen, in part, due to its widespread recognition as a well-established condition,
fostering a level of familiarity and pre-existing knowledge among a substantial
portion of the general population. In particular, we chose to showcase short-
acting beta-2-agonists, which is a type of medication used to provide rapid relief
of asthma symptoms. Being quick-relief medications, simulating their effects
seemed more straightforward than a medication where it would take days to see
the full extent of its impact. This characteristic makes Beta-2-agonist medica-
tions a fitting choice for demonstrating the potential of VR in pharmacology
education.

The application developed for this thesis aims to showcase these medications
employed in the treatment of bronchial asthma, specifically focusing on inhalers
and drugs that facilitate the dilation of airways. These medications were chosen
as they exemplify the challenges often encountered in conveying their mecha-
nisms and therapeutic effects through conventional teaching methods.

Evaluating the impact of a VR solution on students’ learning outcomes would
be valuable, as it could provide further insight into the effectiveness of using
VR technology in education. However, conducting such an analysis is beyond
the scope of this study, as the substantial amount of work, time, and resources
required to measure this effect cannot be accommodated within the current
project.

1.4 Related Work

Several studies have been performed on the use of VR as an educational tool in
various domains. Perhaps the most closely related ones are the studies looking
at the use of VR to teach human anatomy. During the project period, we have
not come across any studies that focus specifically on VR in pharmacology.

Prior research has yielded varied findings concerning the outcomes of students
utilising VR compared to those following conventional educational programs.
These investigations have delved into a range of aspects, including learning out-
comes, knowledge retention, and classroom engagement, among other variables.

1.4.1 VR in Education

VR technology has been widely studied for its potential impact on education.
The argument for the use of VR in education revolves around its capacity for
simulation-based education. This allows students to practice new skills in a
safe and controlled environment, facilitating correction, repetition, and non-
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dangerous failure. Simultaneously, VR offers access to interaction with expen-
sive or far-away environments [25].

A literature review [2] of studies conducted in the last decade on the use of im-
mersive virtual reality in Primary and Secondary school and higher education
settings found that several studies have reported better learning performance
and outcomes for students who utilised VR applications. These findings include
positive results in terms of deep learning of complex knowledge and the cul-
tivation of cognitive thinking skills such as creativity, problem-solving, critical
thinking, and metacognition. However, there is also a body of research that has
found mixed or negative results [2].

Some studies could not report improvement in learning outcomes but could
report positive users’ attitudes and perceptions regarding VR usage, such as
engagement, motivation, presence, increased self-efficacy, and reduced learning
anxiety. One aspect highlighted by Makransky et al. [26] is that instructional
media can increase the fun of a simulation, such as the sense of presence, but
it does not necessarily make someone learn better. Other studies reported con-
tradictory results, such as findings that VR harmed students’ engagement or
that it may overload and distract students’ attention to understanding learning
material, possibly due to the novelty of VR technology uses.

In higher education settings, users seemed to have positive attitudes and per-
ceptions of using VR applications, even if technology limitations and potential
complexity are factors that need to be addressed in the future [2].

While schools and educators embrace digitisation and new technologies [27], the
usefulness of VR in education seems to depend on its implementation. Factors
like equipment and software quality can impact the experience of users. How-
ever, when executed effectively, the use of VR in education can provide benefits
to student engagement, motivation, and even learning outcomes [2].

1.4.2 VR in Healthcare

In addition to education, VR technology has been gaining traction in the health-
care industry as a means of providing patients with new and innovative treat-
ment options as well as giving patients a better understanding of the treatment
they are receiving. The use of VR in healthcare has been shown to be effective
in a variety of areas, including pain management, physical therapy, and mental
health treatment [6].

One promising area of VR in healthcare is the management of acute and chronic
pain [28]. Studies have shown that VR can be used to distract patients from
their pain and provide them with a sense of control over their pain. VR has also
been used to help patients with chronic pain to better cope with their condition
and improve their quality of life.

Another area where VR is being used in healthcare is in physical therapy. VR
can be used to provide patients with immersive, interactive rehabilitation exer-
cises that can help them to improve their strength, balance, and coordination
[29] [30]. VR has also been used to help patients with conditions such as stroke
or spinal cord injury [31] [32] [33].
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Mental health is another area where VR is being used in healthcare. VR can
be used to provide patients with virtual exposure therapy for conditions such
as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) or phobias [3] [6]. VR has also been
used to provide patients with virtual reality-based cognitive behavioural therapy
(VR-CBT) to help them cope with anxiety and depression [34] [35].

Despite the potential benefits of VR in healthcare, the technology has some
limitations. One of the biggest limitations is the cost of VR equipment, which
can be expensive for many patients and healthcare providers [36]. Currently,
VR research in healthcare is still in its early stages. More research is needed
to fully understand the potential benefits and limitations of VR technology and
to develop best practices for its use in healthcare. Future directions for VR
research in healthcare include developing more affordable VR equipment and
developing VR-based interventions for a wider range of conditions.

In conclusion, the use of VR in healthcare has the potential to provide patients
with new and innovative treatment options for a variety of conditions. While
there are limitations to the technology, the potential benefits of VR in healthcare
make it an area worth exploring further. As research in this field continues to
evolve, we can expect to see even more ways in which VR can be used to improve
patients’ lives.

1.4.3 VR in Medical Education

A promising area of VR in health domain is medical education. VR technology
has been used to educate medical students in various areas, including anatomy,
surgery, and patient care [37].

An inherent advantage associated with the integration of VR in medical educa-
tion lies in its capacity to afford students the opportunity to engage in repeti-
tive simulations within an immersive environment. VR offers students a unique
opportunity to visualise intricate concepts and procedures, bypassing the limi-
tations of conventional instructional methods such as textbooks or lectures. In
addition, VR provides a controlled and secure environment wherein students
can safely practice and refine their procedural skills prior to their application
to actual patients [38]. An example that capitalises on this advantage of VR
is the work conducted by Rossler et al. [39]. The study specifically focused on
devising medication administration error scenarios tailored for nursing students.

Along with anatomy and surgery, VR has also been used to train medical stu-
dents in patient care [40]. VR simulations can provide students with the op-
portunity to practice communication and diagnostic skills in a realistic yet con-
trolled environment. Moreover, VR technology is being used to train medical
students in emergency medicine with simulations of critical care scenarios[41].
It allows students to experience different situations and improve their critical
thinking and decision-making skills.

A study from 2017 [42] aimed to evaluate the effectiveness of VR and aug-
mented reality (AR) compared to tablet-based applications in enhancing stu-
dents’ learning outcomes in structural anatomy. The study found that there was
no significant variation in the anatomical test scores among the three groups.
However, it was determined that while the anatomical test scores were simi-
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lar across the three groups, both VR and AR offer additional intrinsic benefits
such as improved student engagement, interactivity, and enjoyment. This find-
ing highlights the potential of VR and AR as useful tools for future learning
within health sciences and medical curricula.

Within anatomy education, VR technology has been increasingly utilized as a
tool to improve student understanding and engagement. A recent meta-analysis
from 2020 [20] aimed to investigate the educational effectiveness of VR in com-
parison to conventional or 2D digital methods in anatomy education. The study
found that overall, VR education had a positive effect on test scores compared
to other teaching methods. Additionally, that most students have a greater
interest in learning via VR methods.

The findings of this study can also have potential benefits in the field of phar-
macology teaching. As with anatomy, pharmacology students may experience
difficulty in acquiring an adequate understanding of three-dimensional concepts
from traditional teaching methods such as lectures and textbook illustrations.
By allowing students to fully immerse themselves in a virtual environment, VR
can assist them in gaining a deeper understanding of the complex interactions
and processes of drugs within the human body.

Additionally, VR technology can also increase engagement and motivation. As
the study suggests, VR education can lead to higher satisfaction levels among
students, which can be beneficial in a field such as pharmacology, where material
may be perceived as dry or theoretical. By offering an interactive and immer-
sive learning experience, VR can make the learning process more engaging and
motivating.

Despite the potential benefits of VR in medical education, it should be noted
that more research is needed to fully understand its effectiveness. Additionally,
the cost of VR equipment can be a barrier to the widespread adoption of VR
technology in medical education.

In summary, VR technology has the potential to revolutionise medical education
by providing students with an immersive and interactive learning experience.
While more research is needed to fully understand the effectiveness of VR in
medical education, earlier studies have shown promising results. As VR tech-
nology continues to evolve, we can expect to see even more ways in which it can
be used to educate and train the next generation of healthcare professionals.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Pharmacology

Pharmacology is the science of medicinal drug actions on biological systems,
one of the principal ways of treating disease [43]. It is the branch of medicine
concerned with the uses, effects, and modes of action of prescription drugs [7].
Pharmacology includes both pharmacodynamics and pharmacokinetics. Phar-
macodynamics is the study of a drug’s molecular, biochemical, and physiologic
effects or actions. All drugs produce their effects by interacting with biologi-
cal structures or targets at the molecular level to induce a change in how the
target molecule functions in regard to subsequent intermolecular interactions
[44]. Pharmacokinetics is the study of how the body interacts with adminis-
tered substances for the entire duration of exposure. The four main parameters
generally examined by this field include absorption, distribution, metabolism,
and excretion [45].

2.2 Asthma Bronchiale

Asthma bronchiale, also known as just asthma, is a chronic respiratory condi-
tion. The disease has no cure, but it can be managed so that people affected
can live a normal, healthy life [46]. Asthma is characterized by inflammation
and narrowing of the airways, illustrated in Figure 2.1, leading to difficulty
breathing.

Symptoms of asthma may include:

• Shortness of breath, especially during physical activity or when exposed
to triggers such as allergens or cold air

• Chest tightness or pain

• Difficulty speaking due to shortness of breath

• Fatigue or difficulty sleeping due to breathing difficulties
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Figure 2.1: Asthma symptoms visualisation. Image from Adobe Stock [47]

Treatment of asthma typically involves a combination of medications and lifestyle
changes to control symptoms and prevent attacks.

Medications used to treat asthma may include:

• Quick-relief medications, such as short-acting bronchodilators, which are
used to relieve symptoms during an asthma attack

• Long-term control medications, such as inhaled corticosteroids, which are
used to reduce inflammation and prevent future attacks

2.3 Beta-2-agonists

Beta-2-agonists represent a commonly prescribed class of medications utilised
for the treatment of asthma bronchiale [48]. These medications function by
stimulating the beta-2 receptors present in the airways, thereby inducing relax-
ation of the smooth muscle tissue surrounding the airways and facilitating an
augmented airflow [49]. Often employed as a rapid-relief intervention for the
management of asthma symptoms, including dyspnea, coughing, and wheezing,
beta-2-agonists also serve as a preventive measure to reduce the frequency and
severity of asthma attacks [48][50].

Multiple variants of beta-2-agonist medications are available, commonly admin-
istered through inhalation using metered-dose inhalers or nebulisers. Gener-
ally well-tolerated, these medications entail a low risk of severe adverse effects,
although tremors, dizziness, or increased heart rate may manifest in certain
individuals [51][52].

It is important to note that beta-2-agonists should not be used as a replace-
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ment for other asthma management strategies, such as the use of inhaled cor-
ticosteroids or allergen avoidance. Instead, these medications should be used
in conjunction with other therapies as part of a comprehensive treatment plan
[51].

2.4 Glucocorticoids

Glucocorticoids, also known as corticosteroids, are a type of medication also used
to treat asthma bronchiale. These medications work by reducing inflammation
in the airways, which can help improve symptoms such as shortness of breath,
coughing, and wheezing.

Various forms of glucocorticoids, including inhaled and oral formulations, are
available for asthma management. Inhaled glucocorticoids are considered the
most efficient for long-term asthma control [53]. Administered through inhalers
or nebulisers, shown in Figure 2.2 & Figure 2.3, inhaled glucocorticoids directly
target the airways to exert their anti-inflammatory effects [54].

Figure 2.2: Inhaler. Image from Adobe Stock [55]

Figure 2.3: Nebuliser. Image from Adobe Stock [56]

Oral glucocorticoids may be used in the short term to control severe asthma
symptoms or during an asthma exacerbation. However, these medications are
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not recommended for long-term use due to the risk of serious side effects [57],
including osteoporosis, diabetes, and weight gain. In addition to reducing in-
flammation, glucocorticoids can also help to prevent asthma attacks and improve
overall asthma control [51].

2.5 Virtual Reality

VR refers to the utilisation of computer technology to generate simulated en-
vironments that enable users to engage with artificial three-dimensional visual
or sensory settings. VR applications create an immersive experience for indi-
viduals by presenting computer-generated environments that simulate reality.
This is achieved through the integration of interactive devices, such as goggles,
headsets, gloves, or body suits, which facilitate the transmission and reception
of information [58].

Bailenson [59] explained that VR creates presence by executing the three techni-
cal elements of tracking, rendering, and display as flawlessly as possible. Track-
ing involves the precise measurement of body position, particularly head and
hand position, as well as rotation. Rendering encompasses the transformation
of mathematical data representing 3D models and environments into visual rep-
resentations, a process that must be iterated for each frame to ensure accuracy
and immersion. The display involves the presentation of these rendered images
through specialised head-mounted displays (HMDs), typically equipped with
individual screens for each eye and lenses that provide distinct perspectives,
thereby creating the illusion of depth known as stereoscopy.

The future of VR has the potential to bring significant advances and changes to a
wide range of industries, including education. In education, virtual technologies
have the potential to make students feel more committed and motivated [17],
and ”VR” has been shown to improve learning outcomes in some cases [18]. As
VR technology continues to evolve, it is expected to become more accessible,
affordable, and user-friendly, making it easier for educators to integrate VR into
their classrooms and curricula.

Figure 2.4: Meta Quest 2. Image from Adobe Stock [60]
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2.5.1 A Short History of Virtual Reality

The term Virtual Reality was not coined until the late 1980s by Jaron Lanier
[61]. However its history began many years earlier.

One of the earliest mentions of VR-like technology came from science fiction
in Stanley G. Weinbaums’s short story ”Pygmalions’s Spectacles”. In 1935 the
American writer presented a comprehensive description of a pair of goggles that
enable ”a movie that gives one sight and sound [...] taste, smell, and touch. [...]
You are in the story, you speak to the shadows (characters) and they reply, and
instead of being on a screen, the story is all about you, and you are in it [62].”

In 1962, Heilig Morton invented the Sensorama, an arcade game-looking device
that integrates technology to allow an individual to view stereoscopic films.
These films were enhanced with seat motion, vibration, stereo sound, wind, and
aromas, which were triggered during the films, intending to fully immerse the
individual in the film [63].

Six years later, in 1968, Ivan Sutherland and one of his students created what is
considered the first VR head-mounted display system. In addition to displaying
wireframe drawings, the system tracked the users’ position and rotation and
updated the content displayed accordingly. However, the technology was not
very practical. Due to its weight, it had to be suspended from the ceiling.
While it was very slow by modern standards, it was reportedly close enough to
real-time to give the impression of standing inside a virtual environment.

Throughout the following decades, multiple different devices were invented, each
contributing to the continuous development of Virtual Reality. Among them was
the Visually Coupled Airborne Systems Simulator, demonstrated by Thomas
Furness in 1982 [64]. Later, in 1988, VPL Research Inc. introduced the Eye-
phone HMD, and the Sega VR prototype debuted in 1993 [65]. However, VR
did not take off, at least in terms of commercial use, until around 2014. On
March. 25, Facebook announced that they had acquired Oculus VR for ap-
proximately $2 billion [66]. The acquisition, in addition to the release of the
Oculus Rift, signaled the start of a major effort to get VR into the hands of
the general public. Around the same time, Sony announced Project Morpheus,
a VR system for their hugely successful gaming console, the PlayStation 4 [67].
Later that same year, Samsung announced the Samsung Gear VR [68].

Since then, the technology has gotten cheaper and better. Major companies
backing the technology led to more and more developers creating games and
applications for this ”new” type of media. Advancements in areas like tracking
and display technology have significantly improved the user experience. The
degree of immersion users can achieve with VR headsets can be greatly enhanced
by making them smaller and lighter.

2.5.2 VR: State of the art

Head-mounted displays (HMDs) are the primary hardware component of today’s
VR systems. To create a convincing illusion of being in a different environment,
they provide a visual display that surrounds the user’s field of view (FOV) [25].
The quality of HMDs varies based on technical specifications like resolution,
refresh rate, and FOV, in addition to building quality and weight. The resolution
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of HMDs has improved significantly. The Oculus Quest 2, which was used in
this project and is shown in Figure 2.4, has a resolution of 1920 x 1832 for each
eye, a significant upgrade on the Oculus Rift resolution of 1080 × 1200 per eye
[69]. The refresh rate, which affects the smoothness of the VR experience, has
also increased on modern displays. Many HMDs now offer a refresh rate of
90 Hz or higher, reducing motion sickness for some users. The FOV of HMDs
varies between models, with some providing a narrower view than others.

Tracking technology is a critical component of VR, as it enables users to move
and interact with virtual environments [70]. Early consumer VR systems per-
formed tracking through external sensors that detect the position and orien-
tation of HMDs and controllers. However, newer VR systems use inside-out
tracking, which relies on cameras or sensors built into the HMDs and con-
trollers. This technology is more convenient for users, as they do not need to
set up external sensors [71].

Degrees of Freedom (DOF) refers to the number of directions in which users
can move in VR. Three DOF systems allow users to move their heads up/down,
left/right, and forward/backward. Six DOF systems allow users to move their
heads and body in all directions, making the VR experience more immersive.
Many modern VR systems support six DOF [72].

Hand and controller tracking is a crucial feature of VR, as it enables users
to interact with virtual environments in a natural and intuitive way [73] [74].
Advanced systems use sensors or cameras to track the position and orientation
of hands and controllers accurately. This technology allows users to pick up
virtual objects and manipulate them [75].

Commercially available VR systems today include the Oculus Quest 2, the Valve
Index, and the HTC Vive Pro 2. The Oculus Quest 2 is a wireless, standalone
system that offers six DOF tracking and a high-resolution display. The Valve
Index and HTC Vive Pro 2 are tethered systems that offer advanced features
such as finger tracking, haptic feedback, and high refresh rates [76].

More advanced VR systems include the Varjo XR-3, which offers high-resolution
displays and advanced hand and eye-tracking [77], and the Pimax 8K X, which
features a wide FOV and high resolution [78]. However, these systems are aimed
at enterprise users and are not yet widely available to consumers.

2.6 Serious Games

One way of utilising VR in education is with the use of serious games. Serious
games are digital games with an additional goal beyond entertainment [79]. This
goal can be educational or related to various types of training [80]. By combining
a serious objective with the entertainment games provide, serious games hope
to keep players engaged while promoting learning, behaviour changes, and other
serious objectives. Elements from game design, like competition and rewards,
are used to keep players motivated and interested [81]. Furthermore, serious
games can provide personalised learning experiences through the use of adaptive
algorithms that adjust the difficulty level of the game based on the learner’s
performance. As a result, learners can work at their own pace and receive
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feedback tailored to their specific needs.

Serious games are used in various fields, including healthcare, education, mil-
itary training, and emergency management [80]. For example, serious games
have been used in healthcare to train medical professionals, simulate surgical
procedures, and even help patients manage their own health conditions [82]. In
education, serious games are used to teach a variety of subjects, from math and
science [83] to history and social-emotional competence [84].

One of the challenges facing serious games is the cost and time required to
develop high-quality products. Implementing serious games into education is
not straightforward. However, Froland et al. [27] have found that their benefits
seem to outweigh their drawbacks.

2.7 Game Engine

A game engine is a comprehensive software framework designed to facilitate the
creation and development of video games. It provides developers with essential
tools, libraries, and pre-built elements, allowing them to focus on designing,
building, and refining their game’s unique aspects without creating the under-
lying technology from scratch. Game engines handle various tasks, such as
rendering graphics, simulating physics, and processing user input.

Game engines have a vital role in VR development. As VR technology aims
to create immersive and interactive experiences, it requires a higher level of re-
alism and responsiveness compared to traditional video games. Game engines
that support VR development provide specialised tools and features specifically
tailored to address the unique challenges of creating virtual environments. In
addition, they need to support various input devices, such as VR headsets, mo-
tion controllers, and haptic feedback systems, to create a seamless and natural
interaction for the users.

These engines are versatile and can be used for various purposes beyond just
video game development. They provide a large selection of tools and function-
alities that can be leveraged for different applications. Training and education
can benefit significantly from this technology. Interactive learning experiences
can be developed to teach complex concepts or skills and make education more
engaging and effective. Game engines enable the creation of virtual classrooms,
labs, and workshops, allowing students to practice and learn at their own pace,
regardless of their physical location.

In the realm of simulations, game engines can be employed to create realistic
scenarios for multiple industries. These simulations can help test and vali-
date new designs, enhance safety protocols, or train professionals in various
fields. One area where this technology has demonstrated significant potential
is in the healthcare sector, which is closely linked to pharmacology. Utilis-
ing game engines for healthcare simulations offers several advantages, including
cost-effectiveness, adaptability, and the ability to create complex, immersive
environments that mimic real-life scenarios.
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2.7.1 Choosing a Game Engine

In the context of developing a VR application, selecting the most fitting game
engine is an important consideration that can significantly impact the applica-
tion’s outcome. Several game engines are available in the market, each with
distinct advantages and disadvantages. In this project, we considered multiple
options. Some of the leading game engines for VR development include Unity,
Unreal Engine, and Godot Engine [85].

Unity is a versatile and widely-used game engine that supports various plat-
forms, including VR. More than 50% of the world’s video games are made with
Unity [86]. Unity is an IDE, as well as a game engine, making it easier for devel-
opers to create complex applications. IDE stands for “integrated development
environment”, which describes an interface that gives you access to all the tools
you need for development in one place [87]. Some of its features are illustrated
in Figure 2.5. One of the primary reasons for choosing Unity was its extensive

Figure 2.5: Game Engine illustration. Image from Adobe Stock [88]

platform support, as it can accept projects across PCs, consoles, mobile devices,
and VR/AR systems. Unity also has a large online community where users can
share experiences and a wealth of resources, including tutorials, forums, and an
asset store. The game engine itself provides tutorials, books, and even webinars
[86] to help game developers get familiar with their tools and create the best
product they can. These resources can help save time and effort when creating
a VR application from scratch. However, Unity has its drawbacks. Licensing
costs may be an issue for smaller teams or individual developers, as professional
developers might need to pay for Unity Pro.

As an alternative to Unity, the Unreal Engine [89] was brought up for consid-
eration. Unreal Engine, developed by Epic Games, is another powerful game
engine that is well-suited for game development. It has become popular for its
high-quality graphics, advanced features and impressive performance. One of
the key strengths of Unreal Engine is its ability to produce stunning, realis-
tic visuals. It uses advanced rendering techniques, such as global illumination,
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physically-based rendering, and real-time ray tracing, which allows developers
to create immersive and visually impressive games and applications. Unreal
Engine also has a robust asset store, where developers can access a vast library
of pre-built assets, tools, and plugins to streamline their development process.

Unity was ultimately selected as the preferred platform based on its advantages
and perceived attributes of enhanced speed and cross-platform development
support [90].

2.8 3D Software

Together with our collaboration partners, we agreed on some 3D models, which
we went to purchase from TurboSquid [91]. Unfortunately, the format of these
models was not compatible with Unity, so the solution was to use a program
called 3ds MAX to convert them to a compatible format. 3ds Max is a profes-
sional 3D computer graphics program for creating 3D models, animations, and
visual effects. It is widely used in the film, television, and gaming industries for
creating high-quality 3D content. It offers a wide range of tools and features for
modeling, texturing, animating, and rendering 3D objects and scenes, including
support for particle simulations, character animation, and physics-based effects.
It is a powerful and versatile tool that allows artists to easily create 3D graphics
and animations.
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Chapter 3

Research Methodology

To answer the research questions in this thesis, a variation of Design Science Re-
search (DSR) was chosen as the methodology. This chapter provides an overview
of the research methodology selection process and discusses the relevance and
application of DSR in the context of this project. The rationale behind the
choice of methodology will be illuminated, followed by a discussion on how DSR
aligns with the research objectives and requirements of this thesis.

3.1 Choosing a Research Methodology

Selecting a research methodology for an interdisciplinary thesis requires careful
consideration of some key requirements. The methodology should align with the
overall research objectives and questions of the thesis. The methodology should
also be appropriate for interdisciplinary research, as it involves the integration
of knowledge from different fields, in this case, pharmacology, education, and
computer science. It should allow for the exploration of both the educational and
technological aspects of VR applied to pharmacology education. Additionally,
the selected methodology should provide a rigorous approach to data collection,
analysis, and interpretation.

The objective of this project was to develop a VR application that serves as a
proof-of-concept for how VR can be used to showcase pharmacological effects of
medications. This application would then be used to evaluating the acceptance
and perception of VR technology in the context of pharmacology education.
The specifications for the application were collaboratively formulated together
with domain experts, and were subject to iterative refinement and modification
throughout the entire development process.

Though it is not the primary emphasis of this thesis, the long-term goal of
it being further refined and expanded into a comprehensive educational tool
that can be used in classrooms and hospitals should also be considered. In the
context of this thesis, the application would be used to assess the reception of
VR technology in pharmacology through user evaluations.

The research methodology for this project should arguably lie somewhere in
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between the inductive and deductive approaches, with an emphasis on deductive.
Whilst the research does not directly aim to prove or disprove a hypothesis, it
does draw upon and build upon previous work from other domains. Some of
the motivation behind the project originates from the positive results the use of
VR has shown on education in other domains. At the same time, the inductive
method is also employed, as the study allows for new themes and patterns to
emerge from the data.

Similarly, the choice between qualitative and quantitative research design and
data collection is not a straightforward one. The final quality of the designed
artifact could benefit from qualitative methods like interviews, observations, or
focus groups during the development process. Additionally, employing qualita-
tive methods in the evaluation of the designed artifact could generate fascinating
results. However, as this thesis aims to investigate the perceived usefulness of a
novel technology introduced to a specific domain, quantitative research methods
could be more appropriate for providing an objective evaluation. Additionally,
these findings can then be generalized to a larger population.

One approach to answering RQ2 could be to employ a quasi-experimental re-
search strategy. A VR application for pharmacology education could be in-
troduced to a natural setting, and researchers could observe different causes
and effects. With this approach field experiments would need to be carefully
designed and conducted to either prove or disprove a hypothesis. To be able
to confidently conclude that some factor A causes outcome B, the experiments
must be repeatable, and factors must be removed and re-introduced several
times. Once the sample size is deemed adequate, the data can be analysed, and
generalizations can be made.

While an experimental research approach could help advance our understanding
of the perception and acceptance of VR in the context of pharmacology educa-
tion, it would require too many resources for this project. Experiments would
have to be repeated multiple times on a large group of people to achieve sta-
tistically significant results, with the experiments themself requiring thorough
planning to be conducted accurately enough to provide reliable data. Addition-
ally, pre-test and post-test measurements are often necessary components of the
experimentation process, resulting in the need for more time and resources.

A less resource-dependent alternative could be a Case Study. A pilot case
or feasibility study could be undertaken to explore different aspects of using
VR in the context of pharmacology education. The VR application would be
introduced to a specific group of people in a single study. Through the use
of qualitative methods, researches could go into depth on various facets of the
research topic. The qualitative methods employed in case studies generally
produce a more descriptive understanding of a specific phenomenon but come at
the cost of lower levels of generalization. Whilst a case study would require fewer
resources than an experiment, the inability to quickly remove and re-introduce
variables can make them more time-consuming. Additionally, data collection
methods typically used in case studies, like interviews and observations, are
generally more labor-intensive [92].

Similarly, a more hands-on approach through action research could provide in-
sightful results, but once again, the question of resources and time must be
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taken into consideration. Furthermore, in all the proposed approaches, the VR
application would simply be a tool with which research is conducted. However,
the development of the VR application itself is also an important aspect of this
project. This is where a design and creation approach [92] can prove helpful.
DSR provides a framework that facilitates both learnings during the develop-
ment process and evaluations in a real-world context following the development
conclusion. This approach makes the creation of the VR application itself a
part of the research.

Considering that our research requirements called for the use of a mixed-methods
approach and were compatible with the structured and iterative nature of the
Design Science Paradigm, it was chosen as the starting point for our research
method.

3.2 The Design Science Paradigm

DSR is a problem-solving paradigm that aims to increase knowledge through
the creation of new artifacts. Brock et al. [93] put it simply, ”DSR seeks to
enhance technology and science knowledge bases via the creation of innovative
artifacts that solve problems and improve the environment in which they are
instantiated.”

DSR results in both newly designed artifacts and new design knowledge. Al-
though the artifacts created through DSR should be innovative or unique, in
most cases, they build upon existing knowledge, revising, extending, and com-
bining parts from preexisting solutions [93]. The existing knowledge base is
expanded via design theories on why an artifact enhances its application con-
text. Design knowledge refers to knowledge generated through DSR about how
a solution to a real-world problem should or should not be constructed or ar-
ranged. It will include information about the problem, the designed solution,
and the results gathered from evaluating the solution.

In addition to the Information Systems field, a multitude of other domains,
including engineering, architecture, and economics, also adopt DSR as a promi-
nent research paradigm. Regardless of the field in which it’s applied, a set of
needs are assessed and evaluated within that domain’s context, and all these
needs added up define the ”research problem”. Often research problems are
unique. However, there are situations where an already studied set of needs can
provide the starting point of a DSR project.

DSR projects conducted as information systems research typically produce what
Gregor et al. [94] refer to as prescriptive knowledge. Winter et al. [32] de-
scribed prescriptive knowledge as knowledge about technological innovations
that directly affect individuals, organisations, or society while also enabling the
development of future innovations.

The development of the DSR methodology has progressed to incorporate en-
hanced evaluation techniques that enable a more fine-grained and simultaneous
evaluation of intermediate stages in the design process. Sonnenberg et al. [96]
suggest that evaluations should be conducted throughout the whole process,
including after the problem identification, meaning that researchers and share-
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Figure 3.1: DSR methodology model from Peffers et al [95]

holders do not miss out on the opportunity to inform the design at an early
stage. While early contributions to DSR focused on contributions to design
entities, in 2007, Gregor and Jones [97] introduced the idea of DSR projects
also producing design theory. Carstensen et al. [98] describe a design theory
as providing instructions for ’how to do something’. Design theories are an es-
tablished way of communicating a DSR knowledge contribution in IS research
papers[99].

Several models for how one should perform DSR projects have been proposed,
whit the most widely known model being proposed by Peffers et al. [95]. Their
process includes six steps shown in Figure 3.1: problem identification and mo-
tivation, the definition of the objectives for a solution, design and development,
demonstration, evaluation, and communication. In Hevner et al. [100], seven
guidelines are established to assist researchers, reviewers, editors, and readers
in understanding the requirements for effective DSR. The guidelines are sum-
marised in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Guidelines for DSR from Hevner et al [100]
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In a commentary on Iivar’s paper ”A Paradigmatic Analysis of Information
Systems As a Design Science” [101], Hevner [102] defined three cycles of DSR,
the Relevance Cycle, the Design Cycle, and the Rigor Cycle, shown in Figure
3.3. Hevner suggests that all these three cycles should be present and clearly
identifiable in a DSR project. To summarise, the relevance cycle focuses on
identifying and defining the problem or opportunity that needs to be addressed.
It involves understanding the context of the problem or opportunity in the real-
world application domain and defining research requirements and acceptance
criteria for evaluating the research results. This cycle sets the stage for the
subsequent cycles and ensures that the research is relevant and aligned with
real-world needs.

Figure 3.3: Hevner’s three cycles of DSR [102]

The design cycle is where the artifact or solution’s actual design and creation
occur. It involves developing a solution or artifact based on established design
principles and methods, and it may include iterative processes of designing,
building, testing, and refining the artifact. The design cycle is the core of the
DSR process, where the researcher creates a new solution or artifact to address
the identified problem or opportunity.

Lastly, the rigor cycle focuses on evaluating the rigor or quality of the research
conducted in the design cycle. It involves rigorously testing the artifact or solu-
tion using appropriate methods to assess its functionality, performance, usabil-
ity, and other inherent qualities. The rigor cycle helps ensure that the research
results are credible, reliable, and valid, and that the artifact or solution meets
the established research requirements and acceptance criteria.

Design science involves a rigorous process of designing artifacts to solve observed
problems, make research contributions, evaluate the designs, and communicate
the results to appropriate audiences [103]. In the context of a DSR project, the
creation of viable solution entities, efficient design processes, and robust design
systems leads to the generation of new prescriptive knowledge. Whereas natural
science tries to understand reality, design science attempts to create things that
serve human purposes [104]. In simple terms, Hevner et al. [103] define design
science as the process of creating and evaluating IT artifacts intended to solve
identified organisational problems.
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3.3 Application of Design Science

In Hevner et al. [100] the environment of Information Systems research is ex-
plained as the problem space consisting of people, organisations, and technolo-
gies, which define the goals, tasks, problems, and opportunities that shape busi-
ness needs as perceived by individuals within the organisation. In the context
of this project, Helse Vest, represented by our collaborators Berg & Serkland,
together with potential users like educators and students in the medical domain,
can be considered the environment. This is where the research problem was first
identified. Berg & Serkland identified a real-world problem that arguably could
be solved through technological innovation.

In the first activity from Peffers et al. [95], Problem identification and motiva-
tion, the research problem was defined. Following Guideline 2 from Hevener et
al. [100], the research problem was reconsidered and narrowed down to ensure
Problem Relevance. Peffers et al. [95] suggest that the objectives for a solu-
tion should be defined before the start of the development process. In activity
2 of their 6-step model, these objectives should be inferred from the problem
specifications. Considering the desired outcome of the artifact as well as what
is feasible to achieve in the span of a year helped shape the Research Questions
seen in 1.2.

This can all be seen as part of the Relevance Cycle from Hevner et al. [102].
However, in this project, the objectives of the solution were perhaps not de-
fined as rigorously prior to the development process, as explained in the models
mentioned above. A lack of experience with developing VR applications and
working with game engines, in general, made it difficult to determine what was
feasible to achieve from a development perspective. Thus, the objectives of the
solution were continuously reconsidered, and the angling of the research problem
was adjusted accordingly even into the Design Cycle.

The nature of the Design Cycle is described by Simon [105] as generating de-
sign alternatives and evaluating the alternatives against requirements until a
satisfactory design is achieved. Throughout the development process, regular
meetings were held with Berg and Serkland, who evaluated the current design
and helped decide which features were to be implemented in the following sprint.
In addition to adding new features, their feedback was used to further refine the
design. These concurrent evaluations can be seen as the testing in laboratory
and experimental situations Hevner talks about when he says: ”Along with
Juhani, I agree that artifacts must be rigorously and thoroughly tested in labo-
ratory and experimental situations before releasing the artifact into field testing
along the relevance cycle.” in [102].

At the later stages of the project, following several iterations of internal testing,
the artifact was released into field testing. A number of students and educators
were brought in to evaluate the VR application. The results of the testing dis-
cussed more in-depth in Chapter 5, were used to determine whether additional
iterations were necessary.

Hevner [102] describes the Rigor Cycle as providing past knowledge to the re-
search project to ensure its innovation. Over the course of the project, liter-
ature searches were conducted in various databases to discover whether newly
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performed research had been published and to gather information from the ex-
isting knowledge base. The Rigor Cycle also includes the additions of newly
discovered information and design knowledge gained as a result of the DSR to
the knowledge base. This thesis hopes to contribute new knowledge by an-
swering the research questions in 1.2, developing an artifact, and discussing
procedures and methods used along the way in Chapter 4.

While the project may not have strictly followed all the guidelines proposed by
Peffers et al. [95] and Hevner et al. [102], the research problem was carefully
identified and narrowed down to ensure relevance. The objectives of the solution
were continuously reconsidered, and the design was refined based on feedback
from regular meetings with stakeholders. The artifact was tested in-house before
being released into field testing, where additional iterations were made based on
the results. The project also contributes new knowledge by answering research
questions and discussing procedures and methods used in developing the artifact.

Overall, this project has tried to create a solution to a real-world problem by
creating a technological artifact and using both the development process and
the artifact itself to contribute new knowledge to the environment.

3.4 Development Methodology

The exact objectives of the solution for the VR application were not clearly de-
fined at the beginning of the project. Therefore, a flexible development method-
ology was needed that could adapt to changing research objectives. DSR is itself
an iterative process, which means that it involves continuous improvement and
adaptation. As a result, certain agile development principles were integrated
into the project.

Agile development is a software development methodology that emphasises the
importance of collaboration, flexibility, and continuous improvement throughout
the development process [106]. The principles of agile development are centred
around delivering functional software in incremental and iterative cycles, where
each cycle is typically referred to as a sprint [107], illustrated in Figure 3.4. This
approach allows for frequent delivery of working software that can be tested
and refined to meet evolving requirements. Communication and collaboration
between the development team and stakeholders are emphasised, with a focus
on responding to change and adapting the development process as necessary
[108].

Figure 3.4: Sprint cycles in agile development. Image from Adobe Stock [109].
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During the development period, 2-week sprints and regular meetings with do-
main experts, also serving as stakeholders, were employed at the end of each
sprint. The experts tested the VR application and provided feedback about
improvements and new features required for the following sprint. This was then
repeated until the end of development. The chosen approach facilitated quick
and efficient modifications to the VR application. It also allowed for early iden-
tification and mitigation of potential issues, reducing the risk of setbacks later
in the project.

Furthermore, the emphasis on collaboration and communication between the
development team and stakeholders helped to ensure that everyone involved
had a clear understanding of the project goals and priorities. The agile develop-
ment approach also allowed for the effective sharing of information and expertise
among team members with different disciplinary backgrounds. By working to-
gether in an interdisciplinary team, members gained a better understanding of
each other’s roles and responsibilities and developed a shared sense of owner-
ship and accountability for the success of the project. This facilitated better
decision-making and prioritisation of tasks, resulting in a more effective and
efficient development process. In addition, frequent meetings and evaluations
ensured that the features being developed and refined would actually be present
in the final product, ultimately reducing the development time and assuring
that the requirements were met.

The integration of certain agile development principles into our DSR project
proved to be effective. The flexibility and adaptability of agile development
allowed for quick responses to changing development objectives, while the itera-
tive nature of DSR provided a solid framework for continuous improvement and
refinement. The focus on collaboration, communication, and frequent feedback
from domain experts and stakeholders ensured that the development process
remained on track and aligned with project goals. Overall, agile development
and DSR seem to be able to work together in a complementary way.

3.5 Evaluation Methodology

In order to provide accurate responses to the research questions posed by this
thesis, it was necessary to select an appropriate evaluation methodology. The
choice of methodology is an important aspect of research design, as it directly
influences the type of data that can be collected, the accuracy of the results,
and the overall quality of the study.

As highlighted earlier, relying solely on either qualitative or quantitative meth-
ods would not yield optimal outcomes in this research project. Both methods
have unique strengths and limitations, and therefore, a balanced integration
of both approaches is often recommended to ensure comprehensive and robust
research outcomes.

During the course of this project, evaluations were conducted both to enhance
the design of the DSR artifact, as well as to assess its perceived usefulness.
In the later stages of the study, quantitative methods were exclusively used to
gather data, whereas, in the former phases, a mixed-methods approach that
included both quantitative and qualitative techniques was adopted [110].
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During the evaluation process, prior to testing the VR application, users were
provided with a brief introduction to virtual reality technology in general and
subsequently given a short walkthrough of the application. With minimal in-
structions, testers were then requested to explore the application independently.
If too much time passed without the testers progressing through the application
as intended, they would be steered in the correct direction. Additionally, any
questions from the testers related to the User Interface (UI) or the application,
in general, were answered. Following all evaluation sessions, testers were asked
to answer a survey consisting of a System Usability Scale (SUS) [111] and a
custom questionnaire.

The initial user evaluation session was conducted before the conclusion of the
development phase. This provided a great opportunity to gather data that
could be used to improve the design artifact, as well as data used to address
RQ2. Methods like interviews and focus groups could have provided great in-
depth feedback on the users’ experiences. However, it was decided that an
observational approach would yield sufficient results while being more flexible
and less labor-intensive.

During the user testing, what users viewed was observable in real-time on a
computer monitor. Additionally, a screen recording of the monitor was recorded
in order to capture the users’ interactions with the UI for further analysis.

The observations can be considered overt participant observations with a com-
plete observer approach according to Oates’ definition in Researching Infor-
mation Systems and Computing [92]. The potential for individuals to change
their behaviour due to the awareness of being observed during testing sessions
is a valid concern. However, it was judged to be unproblematic in this instance,
partly because it was the testers’ interactions being recorded and not the testers
themself. As such, due to the ethical questions raised by a covert approach with-
out it adding any scientific value, a transparent overt approach was chosen, and
users were made aware of the fact their interactions were being recorded.

Systematic observations were also considered. A systematic approach would
require the predetermination of which events to observe. During the internal
testing phase, it was observed that some users experienced difficulties in ac-
curately clicking buttons within the menu system, as described in Section 4.8.
One possible systematic approach could therefore be to record the number of
times testers tried and failed to click a button. Improvements could be made,
new observations could be scheduled, and the results could be compared. This
would provide tangible quantitative data that could be used to argue for im-
provement. However, such an approach was considered to be difficult to carry
out in practice. A system could be developed to automatically record these
events, but this would require additional development hours.

Ultimately, the reasoning behind employing observations was to add qualitative
context to the SUS, which already provides a number-based evaluation of the
usability of the VR application. A participant approach allows for the collection
of data without it being restricted to a specific set of events. This data can be
examined and analysed in order to discover weaknesses that were not previously
identified. Combining overt participant observations with the SUS provided a
solid foundation for both identifying areas of improvement and measuring the
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level of improvement.

The SUS is a widely used method for evaluating the usability of a range of digital
systems, including websites, software applications, and hardware products [112].
The SUS was first introduced in 1986 by John Brooke as a simple, standardised
questionnaire that could be used to measure the subjective usability of a system
by its users [111].

The SUS consists of ten questions that are designed to assess the ease of use of
a system. The questions are phrased in a way that prompts the users to rate
their level of agreement with statements about the system, using a five-point
Likert scale that ranges from ”strongly agree” to ”strongly disagree” [111], as
shown in Figure 3.5. By gathering user feedback through the SUS questionnaire,
designers and developers can gain valuable insights into how users perceive their
system and identify areas for improvement.

One of the primary advantages of the SUS is its simplicity and ease of use
[112]. The questionnaire is short and easy to administer, making it accessible
to a wide range of users and suitable for a variety of different types of systems.
Additionally, because the SUS has been used in so many different contexts and
with so many different types of users, there is a large body of research that has
been conducted on its validity and reliability. This research has shown that the
SUS is an effective tool for evaluating usability. Tullis [113] conducted a study
comparing the SUS to four other questionnaires and discovered that the SUS
requires a smaller sample size to achieve a high level of accuracy. The findings
revealed that with a sample size of 8, the SUS attained approximately 75%
accuracy, while the alternative questionnaires remained in the range of 40-55%
accuracy at the same sample size.

Another advantage of the SUS is its ability to provide quantitative data on
usability. The user answers each question according to their level of agreement
as per the Likert scale, with each level of agreement corresponding to a numbered
score. Strongly disagree represents 1, and strongly agree represents 5. Once a
participant has answered all the questions, a single score is calculated whit a
special algorithm. By averaging out the scores of all participants, it is possible to
get a single number score that represents the usability of the system in question
[111]. Because the SUS uses a standardised scoring system, it is possible to
compare the scores of different systems or different versions of the same system
to see how they stack up against one another [114]. This makes it easier for
designers and developers to track improvements over time and benchmark their
system’s performance against industry standards.

Despite its advantages, there are some limitations to the SUS that should be
considered. For example, the SUS is a subjective measure of usability and may
not always accurately reflect objective measures of performance [115]. Addi-
tionally, the questionnaire is limited in its ability to provide detailed feedback
on specific aspects of usability and may not be suitable for systems with highly
specialised or complex functions.

Similar to the SUS, the custom questionnaire A.2, administered during user
evaluations, also used a 5-point Likert scale. Participants were once again asked
to rate their level of agreement with statements ranging from strongly disagree to
strongly agree. However, the aim of this questionnaire was to gauge participants’
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perceptions of the use of VR in pharmacology education rather than the usability
of a VR application. It consists of 2 closed questions gathering factual data on
the respondents’ familiarity with VR and their role in an educational setting
and ten statements designed to collect their opinions on VR in pharmacology
education.

Figure 3.5: Likert scale. Image from Adobe Stock [116].

The statements were constructed following Peterson’s [117] 5 criteria for effective
questions; be brief, relevant, unambiguous, specific, and objective. Addition-
ally, to further ensure objectivity and not lead the respondents in a particular
direction, statements were alternating between positive and negative percep-
tions. To counteract the known concern of respondents wanting to please the
researcher by answering what they think is the ’desired’ or ’correct’ answer [92],
the questionnaires were self-administered through Google Forms[118]. This also
eliminates the known danger of researchers asking questions with varying tones
and body language.

The data from the questionnaire could be used to compare results from stu-
dents and educators, in addition to examining whether the respondents’ level of
familiarity with VR affects their answers. Generalizations could subsequently
be made to a larger group of people. The results could also be used in future
research when considering new avenues for exploring the use of VR in pharma-
cology education and other related domains.

In conclusion, the evaluation methodology adopted in this project includes
both quantitative and qualitative methods with observations and questionnaires.
Both the SUS and the custom questionnaire generated quantitative data, which
would be subject to generalizations, and the observations added context to the
numerical measurement of usability to identify specific improvement areas.
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Chapter 4

Design and Implementation

This chapter will thoroughly discuss the design principles and implementation
methods used during the development of the VR application. We will explore
the specific details of the development process, including the programming lan-
guages and tools used to create the software, as well as any challenges encoun-
tered and how they were addressed. Additionally, we will cover future devel-
opments, such as potential improvements and additional features that could be
added to the software.

4.1 Exploring the Application

When launching the application, users are presented with a straightforward
menu consisting of three buttons: ”Start”, ”Options”, and ”Exit”. Each button
serves a distinct purpose, guiding the user through the VR experience designed
to explore pharmacology in the context of asthma. Selecting the ”Start” button
transports the user to the following scene, where they will have the opportunity
to trace the path of medication through the airways.

At the beginning of this scene, a human figure is displayed in front of the
user. In order to navigate the application, the left controller is equipped with
a menu that allows the user to switch between two side menus, ”Medication”
and ”Instructions”. In the ”Medication” side menu, as shown in Figure 4.1,
users are presented with two choices in the form of buttons. The first one,
”Simulate asthma attach”, demonstrates the appearance of an asthma attack,
during which the bronchial tubes contract and become filled with mucus. The
second button, ”Give and follow medication”, initiates a journey starting in the
mouth, where the asthma medication is administered, and subsequently guides
the user as they follow the medicine down the airways.

The ”Instruction” side menu, as demonstrated in Figure 4.2, offers three distinct
options for user interaction. It incorporates two buttons that enable users to
toggle the visibility of the 3D controller instructions and the accompanying
subtitles for the audio clips. The top option, ”Go to cross-section”, transports
the user to a new scene showcasing the lungs’ inner workings.
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Figure 4.1: Menu page 1

Figure 4.2: Menu page 2
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In this scene, users are placed in front of a cross-section of a bronchiole, which
displays the muscle cells surrounding the connective tissue. The scene offers a
close-up view of microscopic particles representing the administered medication.
In addition to interacting with the menu, users can also move around the scene
to explore various aspects of the lungs, such as the alveoli and bronchial tubes.
This interactive exploration offers a unique perspective of the lung’s structure
and facilitates a deeper understanding of how asthma affects these components.

The menu in this scene offers two options: ”Simulate asthma attack” and ”Give
medication”. Initially, the bronchiole is in a normal condition. When the ”Sim-
ulate asthma attack” option is selected, the bronchiole begins to contract, and
mucus production increases. Users can then administer beta-2 receptor agonists
by clicking the ”Give medication” button. The simulation illustrates the asthma
medication’s journey through the bronchiole, across the airway epithelium layer,
and into the connective tissue, ultimately reaching the muscle cells. As a result,
the bronchioles expand, and the mucus gradually dissipates.

To demonstrate how the application works, we have included a flow diagram.
This provides a visual representation of the different steps involved in navigating
and utilising the different functions and features of the application.

The primary menu functions as an initial point of access. The user may com-
mence their journey by selecting the ”Start” button from the primary menu,
as indicated in the flow diagram depicted in Figure 4.3. The principal scene
provides users with many choices, including following the selected medication
as it traverses through the body, observing its effects on various organs, admin-
istering medication, and accessing the ”cross-section scene” for a more in-depth
comprehension of asthma attacks and medication efficacy.
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Figure 4.3: Flow Diagram

4.2 Selection of 3D Models

This section will discuss the process of choosing the appropriate 3D models to
be used in the project.

In order to establish good criteria for selecting the 3D models to be imple-
mented in the application, we had to discuss with both medical professionals
and consult with technical specialists. Therefore, our selection process was a
collaborative effort between the doctors we work with and the two Unity ex-
perts. Based on their expertise in pharmacology and the technical capabilities
linked to the models, we ensured that the selection of models would effectively
support pharmacology teaching.

One of the main considerations in selecting the models was the level of detail
and anatomical accuracy required for the specific pharmacological concepts we
planned to implement. The models chosen needed to accurately depict the
relevant anatomy, as well as be able to animate different parts of the models. We
also considered the models’ visual appeal and realism to enhance the students’
immersive and interactive experience.

During the selection process, we also considered the potential for future ap-
plication expansion to include other diseases beyond asthma. It was essential
to choose a versatile model that could cater to various pharmacological ap-
plications, ensuring that it included all vital organs and anatomical structures
required for a comprehensive understanding of different diseases and their treat-
ments.
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Figure 4.4: Male anatomy model from TurboSquid

Figure 4.5: Lungs included in the full body 3D model.
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Figure 4.6: Separate lung model from TurboSquid

The models used in this project were acquired from TurboSquid [91], which offers
a wide range of high-quality 3D models. From their extensive collection, we
chose two distinct 3D models: one for the complete anatomy of the human body
and one representing a more detailed depiction of the lungs. The decision to
buy a separate lung model was made in collaboration with stakeholders after we
agreed to focus on asthma as a specific disease to implement in our application.
The original full-body 3D model included a less detailed representation of the
lungs, which was deemed insufficient for the purpose of the application. The
decision to obtain a separate, more anatomically detailed 3D model of the lungs
was made with the target audience in mind. Since the aim of the application was
to provide realistic simulations of the effects of quick-relief asthma medication,
the intended audience was pharmacology students who would already have some
knowledge of how the lungs are supposed to look. The more realistic 3D model
of the lungs obtained, as shown in Figure 4.6, was deemed more appropriate for
this audience.

4.3 Understanding the Structure of 3D Models

The models we acquired were fully rigged and prepared in the max format, mak-
ing them suitable for editing and animation within the 3ds Max software. Fully
rigged means that the models have a pre-built skeletal structure and associated
control systems, allowing for easy manipulation and realistic movement of the
model’s various parts. The rig is usually made up of a hierarchy of bones and
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Figure 4.7: Human model displaying vertices and faces

other elements, such as constraints and controllers, which are connected to the
model’s geometry. This process makes animating the models more manageable,
as we can focus on manipulating the rig’s controls rather than manually adjust-
ing the individual vertices of the model. However, we still had to make some
manual adjustments to the individual vertices when animating on the different
organs, which is further discussed in Chapter 4.5.

The human model consists of multiple groups of anatomical systems, including
distinct muscle groups, the respiratory system, the skeletal system, and more. It
also includes a component called Man root anim, which encapsulates the bone
structure and defines the relationships between all the components within the
model.

4.4 Preparing the 3D Models

When preparing the 3D models for the project, an essential aspect was ensuring
that they had a visually appealing and high-quality appearance. Creating a
smooth and realistic representation of the models would contribute to a bet-
ter user experience and make it easier for users to recognise and relate to the
anatomical structures. In the early stages of the project, a large part of our work
was dedicated to addressing the various challenges we faced in this process.

One of the main challenges we encountered was the models initially having a low-
poly appearance. In 3D modeling, the term ”low-poly” refers to a model with
a relatively low number of polygons, the flat surfaces that make up the model’s
mesh. This results in the model looking angular and having a poor resolution, as
the shapes that compose it are less refined and more visibly distinct. Addressing
this problem was essential before the models could be effectively integrated into
our application.
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The solution to this issue was to use a modifier called Meshsmooth in 3ds
Max. Meshsmooth is a powerful tool that refines and smooths the geometry of
a 3D model by subdividing its polygons, thereby creating a higher-resolution
mesh. We experimented with this modifier by adjusting the smoothness value,
which controls the level of detail added to the model. This process had to be
performed on each component of the models, making it quite time-consuming.
It was especially so for the full human model, which consists of numerous parts.

Applying the Meshsmooth modifier led to a significant improvement in the ap-
pearance of the models, allowing them to be exported to Unity with a much
higher resolution. However, later in the project, we experienced performance
issues due to the increased number of polygons and vertices generated by the
smoothness value. To address this issue and improve the application’s perfor-
mance, we had to adjust this value downwards, reducing the number of polygons
and vertices while still maintaining a satisfactory level of detail.

Another challenge we encountered while working with the 3D models involved
the misalignment of inner organs and anatomical components after applying the
Meshsmooth modifier. When the smoothness value was adjusted to enhance the
model’s appearance, some of the inner structures ended up protruding outside
the model’s skin, particularly when attempting to animate the movements of
various body parts. This issue resulted in muscles and skeletal parts sticking
out of the skin, creating an unrealistic outcome.

To address this problem, we had to examine some of the components of the
models and manually adjust the positions of the protruding organs, ensuring
they remained within the skin boundaries even during animations. This process
involved tweaking the vertex positions, altering the rigging, and refining the
skinning to better conform to the smoothed geometry.

However, this issue became less critical as the project progressed since most
of the game experience occurred inside the airways and lungs rather than out-
side the model. Furthermore, we have not included any animations involving
body movements, which means that the problem of protruding inner organs has
become less relevant to the overall user experience.

4.4.1 Combining the Models

Due to the decision to focus the application on the effects of quick-relief asthma
medication, the anatomical quality of the lungs included in the full body 3D
model, shown in Figure 4.5, was deemed inadequate for the project’s purposes.
Consequently, the 3D model shown in Figure 4.6, specifically designed to rep-
resent the anatomical structure of the lungs, was obtained. Implementing this
separate, highly detailed lung model enabled the creation of more realistic sim-
ulations that were considered better suited for pharmacology students.

In order to integrate the newly obtained lung model, certain adjustments were
necessary. Due to the difference in dimensions between the old and new lung
models shown in Figure 4.8, simply incorporating the new model into the full
body was not feasible. Furthermore, the new lung model did not encompass a
full lung for the left side; it only displayed a cross-sectional view of the lung,
as shown in Figure 4.6. To address the latter issue, the right lung was simply
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Figure 4.8: Side by side comparison of the two lung models and the adjusted
separate lung model.

duplicated and mirrored, then positioned to align with the other model compo-
nents replacing the left lung. However, the left lung cannot be an exact mirrored
copy of the right one due to the anatomical placement of the heart on the left
side of the human body. Therefore, in order to incorporate the new lung model
into the full-body model, the shape of the left lung had to be adjusted. To
address this issue, the vertices of the left lung model were manipulated using
several modeling tools in 3ds Max to achieve a shape that was anatomically
accurate while still fitting seamlessly into the full-body model. Figure 4.10 dis-
plays the adjusted lung model with the integrated heart to demonstrate the
proper anatomical placement of the heart in relation to the lungs.

The difference in dimensions between the included and separate lungs was fixed
with a similar approach. 3ds Max provides a variety of sculpting tools that
allow users to manipulate individual vertices or groups of vertices to achieve the
desired shape of the 3D model. These sculpting tools include brushes that can
be used to push and pull vertices, as well as smooth, flatten, and pinch tools
for more precise adjustments. The shape of the separate lungs was carefully
modified to resemble the shape of the included lungs. This was necessary to
prevent any possible intersection with other components of the full-body model.
The rightmost lungs in Figure 4.8 show how both the lungs’ shape and the
trachea’s angle were adjusted to facilitate the combination of the 3d models.
Figure 4.11 shows how the newly adjusted lung model fitted in between the
organ systems of the full body model.
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Figure 4.9: Separate lung model being modified to fit with heart.
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Figure 4.10: Separate lung model modified to fit with heart.

Figure 4.11: The adjusted lung model fitting in with all the components of the
full body model.
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4.5 Animation of the 3D Models

A significant part of the development process involved creating the required
animations for use in the application. In this section, we will examine the
various techniques and tools employed at each stage of the animation process,
from the initial stages of preparing the 3D models to the final implementation
of the animations in Unity.

Both Unity and 3ds Max offer tools to make animations. In Unity, this pro-
cess generally involves using the Animation window along with an Animator
component to design and manipulate animations. It may also include scripting
to control the transitions and interactions between animation states. In terms
of animating our human model, as mentioned in section 4.3, it features a pre-
built skeletal structure that can be utilised within Unity. This facilitates the
efficient creation of animations for a range of body parts, such as executing an
arm movement to grasp an object. By taking advantage of this, it becomes
easier to create natural and fluid motion sequences without the need for manual
adjustments to individual vertices.

However, this approach only applies when animating movements that are part
of the skeletal structure. For animations aiming to alter the shape of specific
body parts within the model, it becomes necessary to adjust the vertices of
the mesh itself. 3ds Max is best suited for this task, as it offers a wide range
of modeling and animation tools designed explicitly for this purpose. In 3ds
Max, vertices, edges, and polygons can easily be manipulated using its com-
prehensive set of tools, and complex animations can be created with keyframes
or procedural methods. While Unity does have some mesh editing capabilities
through scripting or third-party plugins, it is not designed to be a full-featured
3D modeling animation software like 3ds Max.

We explored various approaches to enhance the user experience during the de-
velopment process. One such attempt in the early stages was to implement an
animation where the patient/model picks up an inhaler. This was accomplished
in Unity by creating an animation clip in the Animation window and then link-
ing it to an Animator component, which controls the playback of the animation.
However, as the project progressed, our focus shifted more towards animating
the events occurring within the lungs during an asthma attack. As a result, the
importance of the animation illustrating the patient retrieving an inhaler was
deemed less critical in comparison to other aspects of the project.

Following the completion of the inhaler-picking animation, our animation efforts
shifted primarily towards visualising the medication’s effects on the airways and
simulating the symptoms of an asthma attack. There were primarily two nec-
essary animations to consider: one to cause the bronchial tubes in the lungs to
contract during an asthma attack and another to expand them when medica-
tion is administered. As mentioned in Chapter 4.7, our application consists of
two main scenes. The first scene features the full body model, including the
associated lungs, while the second scene contains these lungs in addition to the
cross-section model.

For the human model, the process of animating the lungs was carried out in 3ds
Max. The goal was to create an animation where the bronchial tubes contracted
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Figure 4.12: Contraction of the bronchiols animated in 3ds max. Normal on
the left and contracted on the right.

and one where they expanded. To achieve this, we began by cloning an instance
of the model component we wanted to animate, the bronchial tubes, using the
Scene Explorer in 3ds Max. This new copy of the component allowed us to edit
its meshes without affecting the original.

Various tools in 3ds Max can be used to modify the mesh, such as PolyDraw
and Paint Deform. PolyDraw lets the user create and edit polygonal models
interactively, while Paint Deform allows for the manipulation and deformation of
a mesh object’s geometry using a brush-like interface. We used several of these
brush-like tools to carefully adjust the mesh, achieving the desired contraction
effect in the bronchial tubes.

When satisfied with the results, the next step was to add a Morpher modi-
fier to the original component we cloned. The Morpher modifier is a powerful
tool that allows for smooth transitions between different mesh shapes, called
morph targets, by interpolating the vertex positions. Within this modifier, we
accessed the Channel List setting, adding a new channel and connecting the
modified mesh clone as a morph target. This linked the modified mesh to the
original model component, enabling us to create a seamless transition between
the bronchial tube in its normal state and its contracted state.

Now, with two different states of the model, we proceeded to create the an-
imation. Using the Time Slider, we controlled the timing of keyframes in
the animation. At frame 0, we enabled Auto Key mode, which automatically
records keyframes for any changes made to the model object. Finally, we set a
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Figure 4.13: Original model of cross section & attempt to contract the bronchiole
tubes.

keyframe at the start of the animation, with the model in its original form.

To create the contract animation, we moved the time slider to the midpoint of
the animation clip’s duration on the timeline. At this point, we set the target
value for the modified mesh to max inside the Morpher modifier, allowing the
original object to fully adopt the shape of the target object. Then, moving the
time slider to the end of the animation, we set the target value to min, which
returned the object to its original shape.

While creating multiple animations for the 3D models, several possibilities were
examined within the 3ds Max. The goal was to find a method that would
allow the export of FBX models containing multiple separate animation clips.
However, no straightforward or efficient way was discovered to achieve this.
After searching various discussion forums, it became apparent that 3ds Max
may not be ideally suited for this purpose. Therefore, we concluded that the
most feasible approach was to create all the animations on the same timeline
within 3ds Max. This approach involved creating a single, continuous animation
clip that encompassed all the required animations.

By doing it like this, we created both animations in a single clip. This was
later exported to Unity, where we later processed and divided it into separate
animations, which we will further discuss in section 4.6.

The animations created for the full-body model, shown in Figure 4.12, lungs
could be utilised in both of the Unity scenes to simulate the contraction of the
bronchial tubes. However, when animating the cross-section model, we had
to adopt a slightly different approach due to its higher level of detail in the
texture. This model displays a cross-section of the bronchiole, which requires a
more complex animation process. The model would be used to visualise what
happens when the airways contract, specifically the contraction of the muscles
surrounding the tubes and the expansion of the soft connective tissue located
inside the bronchiole tubes.
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Figure 4.14: The cross-section portion of the original texture and the altered
texture side by side.

We made several attempts to animate the contraction for this model. Utilising
the same techniques as those described above, we encountered complications
with the texture mapping of the muscle cells and the connective tissue layer.
As we utilised modeling tools to contract the bronchial tubes, we observed that
the texture became distorted or stretched, resulting in a reduced level of visual
clarity and realism. The underlying cause for this problem was attributed to
the connective tissue layer in the cross-sectional model being relatively thin
compared to the muscle layer. As demonstrated in Figure 4.13, we attempted
to create an animation that portrayed the swelling of the connective tissue layer
during an asthma attack and the contraction of the muscle cells resulting in the
narrowing of the bronchioles. To achieve this, we used the pinch/spread tool in
3ds Max to manipulate the vertices of the cross-sectional model. Specifically,
we spread the vertices in the connective tissue layer to depict swelling. Then
we pinched all the vertices of the cross-section to simulate narrowing caused by
muscle cell contraction. However, this approach resulted in texture distortion
and stretching due to the thinness of the connective tissue, resulting in fewer
vertices in the original cross-sectional model.

To address this challenge, we opted to modify the texture that accompanied
the 3D model. More precisely, we utilised GIMP, a photo editing software, to
alter the included texture. By using drawing tools available in GIMP, we were
able to expand the size of the connective tissue layer. Figure 4.14 showcases the
original texture on the left and the modified texture on the right. Applying this
new texture to the model would mean more vertices in the connective tissue
layer, making it easier to spread them without distorting the other components
of the model. Figure 4.15 exemplifies how our approach enabled us to main-
tain high-quality texture while animating the expansion of the connective tissue
with minimal distortion to the other components, consequently enhancing the
animation’s realism.
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Figure 4.15: Animated contraction of the bronchial tubes with the new texture.

4.6 Implementation in Unity

The goal of this section is to provide a detailed overview of the implementation
and development process in Unity. This section focuses on the practical aspects
of incorporating the 3D models into the Unity platform, as well as setting up
the virtual environment. We will also cover the technical considerations, such
as optimising the models for VR and how to ensure a smooth experience in the
VR headset.

The implementation process started with the initial setup of a new Unity project.
We decided to use Unity version 2021.3.7f1[LTS], as it provides long-term sup-
port and stability, ensuring that our project would be compatible with future
updates and enhancements.

The initial focus was on setting up the Unity project to support interaction in
VR. This involved adjusting various settings, such as enabling virtual reality
support in the player settings, setting up input systems for VR controllers, and
configuring the camera rig. In order to support multiple types of VR headsets,
we opted for OpenXR as our VR platform. OpenXR is an open standard for VR
and AR applications, allowing developers to create software that is compatible
with a wide range of devices without being locked into a single ecosystem [119].
This ensures that our application can be accessed by a larger audience, regardless
of their choice of VR hardware.

The OpenXR plugin includes a component, the XR Rig, that provides a frame-
work for managing VR and AR experiences across a range of devices. Essen-
tially, the XR Rig serves as an intermediary layer between the physical tracking
of the VR/AR hardware and the virtual tracking of the Unity game engine. It
accomplishes this by providing various components that are designed to man-
age the relationship between the VR/AR hardware and the virtual world of
the game engine. These components include the XR Rig camera, which han-
dles the rendering of the virtual environment, as well as the XR Rig controller,
which manages the user’s interaction with the virtual world. Additionally, the
XR Rig includes a range of settings and configurations that allow developers to
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Figure 4.16: Animation-clips in Unity

customise the VR/AR experience to suit the specific needs of their project.

To facilitate 3D and UI interactions in VR, the XR Interaction Toolkit was
used. The toolkit is a package for Unity that provides a suite of components,
tools, and assets for creating interactive experiences in VR and AR [120]. The
toolkit is designed to work with a range of different input devices, including
hand controllers, gaze-based systems, and more traditional input methods like
keyboards and mice. With the XR Interaction Toolkit, developers can easily
create interactive objects and manipulate them in a natural and intuitive way,
using a range of different interaction types, such as grabbing, throwing, and
scaling.

Implementing the 3D models into Unity was a critical aspect of the project.
After preparing the models in 3ds Max, we exported them into Unity in FBX
format, which is a widely supported and flexible file format for 3D models.

As discussed in section 4.5, the decision was made to create all the animation
sequences collectively in a single clip within 3ds Max. This complete animation
clip was then imported into Unity, where it was divided into separate clips. This
was found to be the most effective method.

This process of splitting animations within Unity offered greater flexibility and
control over the animations. Upon exporting the models to Unity, the FBX file
contained the composite animation clip. From this point, the Unity interface
allowed for easy selection and manipulation of the imported model. To divide
the animation clip, the ”Animation” tab was accessed in the Inspector window,
which revealed a list of all the clips contained within the FBX file. This list
was initially populated with a single animation - the combined clip exported
from 3ds Max. The ’Start’ and ’End’ frame numbers were adjusted to match
the desired range of each clip. To split this clip into separate animations, the
’plus’ icon was clicked, and a new clip was defined, as demonstrated in Figure
4.16.

4.7 Scene and Level Design

The application is divided into multiple scenes, each focusing on a particular
aspect of the asthma disease. To provide a comprehensive understanding of
the various processes involved in asthma medication, we have structured the
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application into two primary scenes.

The first scene emphasises the journey of the medicine as it enters through the
mouth, travels down the airways, and approaches the lungs. This scene contains
the full-body 3D model, which has been carefully scaled up to make the tiny
details within the respiratory system more visible and easier to observe.

The second scene is designed to provide a closer look at what happens inside
the lungs. In this scene, only the lungs from the previous model are included,
with the rest of the body parts removed to enhance performance. To effectively
showcase the intricate details within the lung models, they have been signifi-
cantly scaled up, enabling users to closely examine the inner workings of the
medication as it travels through the bronchial tubes and binds to the mucous
membrane.

4.8 User Interface and Interaction Design

During development, we experimented with different approaches to create an
accessible and user-friendly menu that would enhance the experience. To enable
the user to intuitively navigate the application’s features, such as following the
medication or navigating between the different scenes, we implemented a wrist-
mounted menu that is attached to the left controller. The menu consists of labels
and visual icons for each option to simplify the user experience and enable
efficient navigation between different functionalities. This menu consistently
follows the player as they move around exploring the scene, ensuring easy access
to the options at all times. The right controller serves as a tool for selecting
and interacting with the various options in the menu, as illustrated in Figure
4.17. This design choice ensured that users could comfortably interact with the
application while maintaining a sense of immersion in the virtual environment.

Figure 4.17: Menu interaction with hand-controllers

In the early development stages, the menu offered a more extensive range of
options, divided into four different side menus. One of them provided options
to toggle the visibility of various anatomical systems in the body. However, as we
shifted our focus toward asthma medication and the simulation of an attack, this
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feature was deprioritised. Another menu option provided users with the ability
to toggle the sound of the heartbeat and breathing on or off. However, during
the development process, it was decided to set the sound to ”on” by default and
remove the option to disable it to reduce user confusion and streamline the user
experience.

Figure 4.18: Old menu

During user testing, we discovered that many participants found the multiple
medication options confusing. As illustrated in Figure 4.18, the original design
had a ”Give Medication” button for administering the medication and a separate
”Give and Follow” button for administering while following the medication. To
resolve this issue, we consolidated the options into a single button that would
automatically administer and follow the medication down the airways, as well
as another button to simulate an asthma attack. This change, among others,
significantly simplified the final menu, which can be seen in Figure 4.19, resulting
in a more user-friendly interface with clearer, more focused choices.

Figure 4.19: Final menu
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During the later stages of development, additional simplifications were intro-
duced to the UI. It was found that the point-and-click interface was unsuitable
in certain circumstances. In particular, controlling their speed with the slider
in the wrist menu was a challenge for users, as it required precise control of the
virtual cursor. This detracted from users’ ability to explore and experience the
virtual environment fully. Therefore, a new approach was implemented, where
the speed was controlled through the user’s physical interaction with the grip
buttons on the hand controllers. This solution was found to be more natural
and intuitive for users and allowed for a more immersive experience. As shown
in 4.20, instructions in the form of 3D elements were attached to the hand
controllers to help users get familiar with the button setup.

Figure 4.20: Navigation with ’Grip’ buttons on hand controllers

In terms of implementation in Unity, the menu is composed of multiple GameOb-
jects that create the UI. At the top of the hierarchy is a Canvas GameObject,
the parent element that holds all the UI components that form the menu. Sepa-
rating the visual design from the functional aspects, a tablet-shaped object with
a black material serves as the background for the menu.

The second child of the Canvas component is called Display, which is responsible
for managing the various side menus and the content of each panel. It contains a
GameObject called SideMenu, which includes all the different buttons and logos
for the side menu itself. Furthermore, the other components under Display are
responsible for the content of each panel that the user can switch between, such
as the ”Medication” and ”Instructions” menus. They primarily consist of all
the buttons belonging to the current panel.

One of the essential elements in creating a visually appealing UI is text ren-
dering. For our project, we chose to use Text Mesh Pro (TMP), a powerful
and versatile text rendering solution in Unity. TMP provides improved text
quality, flexibility, and customisation options compared to the standard Unity
Text component, making it an ideal choice for our application. We employed
TMP in various parts of our menu, such as button labels, panel headers, and
informational text.

4.9 Audio Integration

Incorporating audio into the virtual reality experience plays an important role
in enhancing user immersion and providing a more engaging and realistic en-
vironment. The initial stage of audio integration involved a process of sound
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selection and design, in which careful consideration was given to the specific
sounds to be employed. The audio content employed within the application
can be categorised into three distinct components, namely, breathing audio,
heartbeat audio, and narration audio.

In Unity, audio is integrated into a scene through the use of Audio Sources
and Audio Listeners. An audio source component in Unity is responsible for
emitting sound within a scene and is attached to the GameObject representing
the source of the sound. An audio listener component is responsible for receiv-
ing the sounds and processing the audio based on its position and orientation
relative to the audio sources.

Within our project, significant emphasis was placed on integrating different
breathing sounds. The inclusion of normal exhalation and inhalation sounds
serves to represent the standard respiratory process, where air flows freely in
and out of the lungs without any hindrances. In contrast, asthmatic breathing
is characterized by distinct wheezing sounds and a sensation of breathlessness.
These specific audio cues play a crucial role in establishing a reference point for
the user and aid in distinguishing between the characteristics of healthy and
asthmatic lungs.

The heartbeat sound is another key audio element in our project. This rhythmic
sound represents the continuous pumping of blood through the circulatory sys-
tem. The primary objective of incorporating the heartbeat audio was to enhance
the level of immersion experienced by users, aiming to emulate a believable sense
of being inside an actual human body.

An audio source in Unity can be categorised as 2D, 3D, or it can lie on a
spectrum between the two. When a source is designated as 3D, it signifies that
it is spatially positioned within a three-dimensional environment, enabling sound
attenuation based on its virtual location relative to the listener, thereby creating
a realistic auditory experience that simulates depth and positional audio cues.
In the context of virtual reality, 3D sounds can help create a more realistic
experience by allowing users to perceive the direction and distance of sound
sources within the environment.

Audio sources in Unity offer a variety of 3D sound settings that can be fine-
tuned to create the desired sound effects. One such setting used in our appli-
cation is Max Distance, which defines the range within which a sound can be
perceived. Both the breathing sound and the heartbeat sound takes advantage
of this setting. The Max Distances of the Audio Sources, coupled with a cus-
tomised Volume Rolloff, were meticulously adjusted to precisely align with the
initial point of entry into the mouth, as shown in Figure 4.21. This deliberate
configuration ensures that users can not hear the breathing or heartbeat until
the precise moment they enter the mouth, thereby emphasising the immersive
sensation of traversing into the human body.
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Figure 4.21: The sphere illustrates the maximum distance within which the
breathing sound is audible.

For the breathing audio, the Volume Rolloff was configured in such a way that
the volume of the breathing was constant within a certain distance, in our case,
the distance from the audio source to the mouth of the 3D model. This deci-
sion was motivated by the recognition that the sound of breathing is not solely
generated within a single localised area of the lungs; instead, it emerges as a
collaborative result of various structural components within the respiratory sys-
tem [121] [122]. Consequently, the significance placed on the spatial placement
of the breathing audio source was relatively diminished in comparison to other
audio elements.

In contrast, particular attention was devoted to the precise spatial placement of
the audio source for the heartbeat sound. The heartbeat source was positioned
at the corresponding anatomical location of the heart. As a means to enhance
the immersive nature of the experience, the Volume Rolloff for this specific audio
source was configured in a linear fashion. This implies that the volume gradually
diminishes as the listener moves farther away from the audio source. In practice,
this configuration enables a gradual intensification of the heartbeat sound as the
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user advances along the journey of the medicine through the airways, drawing
closer to the heart.

The concluding audio component, namely the narration audio, employed a
straightforward 2D approach. This decision stemmed from the requirement for
audibility of the narration throughout the traversal of the lungs in the Follow
Scene and during the unrestricted exploration within the Cross-Section Scene,
rendering it a suitable and appropriate solution for achieving the intended ob-
jectives.

4.10 Breathing System

The breathing audio played a big part in the efforts to give the users the feeling
of actually being inside a human body. In addition to the audio, users can also
see a visual representation of the breathing. This added layer of information
should make it easier/more intuitive to understand what is happening and make
the application more accessible for hearing-impaired users.

When creating the look of the breathing visualisation, we considered many
approaches. Initially, we envisioned clusters of spheres, with colours alternating
depending on whether the model is inhaling or exhaling, where each sphere
represents a single air particle. However, through internal testing and feedback
from Berg and Serkland at HUH, it was concluded that this approach could be
distracting to the users and difficult accurately depict. Instead, we opted for a
look resembling how the wind is portrayed in animations and cartoons.

The first renditions were created with a combination of Unity’s Trail renderer
component [123] and an asset from the Unity Store called Bézier Path Creator
(BPC) by Sebastian Lague [124]. Lauge describes the BPC as an intuitive
and lightweight editor for quickly creating smooth paths in the editor. The
asset allows ”PathFollowers” to travel along these paths. The Trail renderers
allow you to draw trails represented as lines and other shapes behind moving
GameObjects. Length, thickness, and colour are just some of the customisable
attributes.
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Figure 4.22: Breathing visualisation created with Trail renderes

Adding trails to invisible GameObjects moving along paths through the airways
gave results that could be considered passable, as seen in Figure 4.22. However,
the visual effects produced by these initial designs did not meet the realistic
standards that we were striving for. Moreover, the visual trails generated by
these designs could potentially become intrusive to the users’ experience. In the
lower lung regions, where the airways are narrower, and the user is significantly
closer to the trails, users could sometimes experience the sensation of being hit
in the face by them.
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Figure 4.23: Breathing visualisation created with Particle systems

By pivoting to an approach using Unity’s Particle system and using videos of
cars being tested in wind tunnels as a reference, we were able to produce a look
more resembling what we had in mind, see Figure 4.23. The particle system is
a powerful tool for creating visual effects such as explosions, smoke, fire, and
more. It allows developers to generate and control large numbers of particles
in real-time. By changing the material and size of the emitted particles and
aligning them to form a line, they start to resemble a single trail of smoke.
Attaching multiple adjusted particle systems to paths that lead them through
different routes in the airways creates the illusion of air being inhaled and evenly
distributed through the lungs.

In Figure 4.24, each of the green lines is a path created with the BPC. The
paths all start at roughly the same point, and they are all centred around the
path to a specific set of alveoli, which is the path the user travels on. As one
moves down the airway, the level of branching increases, resulting in more paths
breaking off.
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Figure 4.24: Breathing visualisation created with Particle systems

The visual representation works closely with the integrated breathing audio to
synchronise them. The breathing audio source alternates between to AudioClips
[125], one for inhaling and one for exhaling. When one clip finishes playing,
the audio source is changed, and the next clip starts playing. This creates a
continuous loop of inhaling and exhaling that can be heard as soon as the user
has entered the mouth. If the user does nothing, the loop will continue playing
as normal. However, if the users choose to simulate an asthma attack, the sound
clip for the exhale AudioClip is changed to a clip recorded from a person with
asthma.

The difference in the sound of breathing in a person with an asthma attack
compared to a healthy person is most noticeable during the exhale. Therefore,
only the source of the exhale AudioClip is changed during the asthma simulation.

Earlier iterations of the breathing systems included an approach to the breath-
ing audio where a single sound bite continuously played, including an inhale
followed by an exhale. This sounded fine when simulating normal breathing
and asthma breathing independently. However, it did not sound good when
switching between them. A user might choose to simulate an asthma attack
at the end of an inhale. In older iterations, this would result in the immediate
cutoff of the current inhale, and a new inhale would start playing, meaning that
the simulated human would inhale twice in a row which is not natural.

The new technique where inhaling and exhaling are independent sound bites
allows for a more seamless transition between normal breathing and simulated
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asthma breathing. To illustrate with the same example as above, if a user
triggers the ”simulate asthma attack” function at the end of an inhalation,
only the subsequent exhalation clip would be modified, ensuring that the ongo-
ing inhalation would play out and be followed by a wheezing exhalation. The
same would occur when transitioning back to normal breathing from simulated
asthma breathing.

In addition to maintaining the naturalistic quality of the breathing sound, syn-
chronicity with the breathing visualisation presented at the beginning of the
section was deemed essential. Specifically, the inhalation sound should cor-
respond with the depiction of air entering the lungs, while exhalation should
accompany the depiction of air being expelled from them.

Initially, the airflow was programmed to travel back and forth along the pre-
determined paths through the airways. Upon reaching the end of the path, it
would switch direction and travel back along the same path, repeating the cy-
cle. Attempts were made to adjust the speed of the airflows to synchronise it
with the inhales and exhales of the breathing audio. However, achieving perfect
alignment proved challenging due to the difficulty in accurately matching their
timing. Furthermore, even minor discrepancies in timing became increasingly
prominent over time.

This issue was addressed with a new approach which involved dividing the
airflow into two separate GameObjects that moved along the same path. In
this method, one GO moved forward as the inhale sound played, while the
other moved backward as the exhale sound played. The pathFollower script
included in the BPC asset was modified to take in an AudioSource. The modified
pathFollower script is programmed to consistently monitor which AudioClip is
being played on the AudioSource, that is, whether it is inhale or exhale, and
subsequently initiate movement along the BPC path when the appropriate sound
is detected. A boolean within the script controls whether a GameObject should
move during an inhale or exhale phase.

4.11 Movement System

One of the key aspects of the VR application was the movement mechanics.
An advantage hypothesised for VR applications over traditional video, or even
3D video, is the user’s ability to navigate and explore the virtual environment
freely and at their own pace. In order to provide users with that freedom, it
was imperative to implement an adequate and efficient movement system.

The application comprises two distinct scenes that together form the core of the
simulation, namely the follow-scene and the cross-section scene. Additionally,
the application comprises a main menu scene that will not be discussed in this
section as it does not incorporate any form of movement. The follow-scene
required the implementation of a mechanism that allowed users to follow the
trajectory of beta-2-agonist particles as they navigate the intricate network of
airways within the lungs. On the other hand, the cross-section scene necessitated
the implementation of a suitable movement system that enabled users to freely
navigate and explore the scene at their own discretion.
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4.11.1 Movement in the Follow Scene

During discussions with domain experts and stakeholders, it was determined
that providing users with the sensation of travelling alongside medication par-
ticles was an essential feature of the application. This would be one of the
differentiating features when comparing a VR application to traditional media
and teaching methods. In these meetings, this type of system would often be
compared to roller coasters, an area where VR has already been extensively
explored. However, in contrast to roller coasters, the aim of the application was
to provide users with the ability to freely control their speed, both forward and
backward, to enhance the sense of agency and immersion in the VR experience.

The first iteration of this movement system was made with an approach focused
on Unity’s animation system. The XR rig, controlling the user’s position, was
carefully animated with keyframes, which define the values of attributes like
position and rotation. In Unity, an animation is created by defining a sequence
of keyframes. Each keyframe defines the position, rotation, and scale of the
object at a specific moment during the animation. Unity then interpolates
between the keyframes to create smooth and continuous motion. For example,
if an object needs to move from point A to point B over a period of 5 seconds,
keyframes would be set at both points, and Unity would interpolate the object’s
movement between those keyframes, creating a smooth motion from A to B over
5 seconds.

To streamline the animation process, Unity provides the option of automatic
keyframe recording. When this option is enabled, selecting a specific point in
time of the animation allows the user to position a GameObject precisely where
desired. This action automatically creates a keyframe, which is added to the
existing sequence of keyframes at the correct point. This process was used to
create an animation that saw the XR Rig travel through the airways to an
arbitrarily selected set of alveoli.

Users should have the capability to control their journey through the respiratory
tract. In Unity, the speed of an animation can be linked to and managed by a
variable. A float variable named ”AnimationSpeed” was introduced and set to
control the speed of the animated journey. To provide users with full control
over the pace of their transit through the lungs, a slider was included in the
application’s wrist menu, allowing users to adjust a float value within a range of -
2 to 2. Manipulating this slider altered the value of ”AnimationSpeed,” enabling
users to regulate the speed of their journey. Users could traverse through the
respiratory tract in a forward or backward direction and bring their movement
to a complete stop at their discretion.

Facilitating the users’ journey through the lungs by animating the XR Rig
proved an adequate approach. However, it required a considerable amount
of tedious work and, by extension, time to produce satisfactory results. This
became especially apparent when adjustments in the size and position of the
human 3D model had to be made. After these altercations were made, the
path of the XR Rig’s animated journey no longer aligned with the airways of
the model. Using the original animation would result in the users clipping with
various parts of the human model and going outside of the airways, as well as the
start and end points would no longer be correct. There was not found a way to
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scale and reposition the trajectory defined in the original animation, effectively
rendering all the work that went into creating it useless. Going forward with
this approach would mean having to create a new animation following the new
dimensions of the human model every time it is altered.

A new method was formulated to eliminate the risk of having to animate the
XR Rig’s transit through the lungs several times. The path system used for the
breathing system was deemed appropriate once more. Rather than manually
defining points which the XR Rig should move towards, the BPC provides an
easy-to-use interface for creating and adjusting a path, allowing for quick iter-
ations and adjustments. A path down into the lungs, illustrated by the green
line in Figure 4.25, was created for the XR Rig to travel along. The process of
defining the user’s trajectory through the lungs by creating Bezier curves was
found to be more efficient and accurate, resulting in an improved approach.

Figure 4.25: BPC Path for XR Rig going down into the lungs.

To implement this updated approach into the UI, modifications had to be made
to the slider featured in the wrist menu to adjust the speed of the user’s transit
accordingly. Furthermore, each object designated to follow a BPC path ne-
cessitated the inclusion of a PathFollower script. The PathFollower script is
responsible for defining the path to be followed and the code regulating the
object’s movement along that path. The script was slightly modified to enable
the slider present in the wrist menu to control the ”speed” variable included in
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it.

During the development of the movement system for the ”follow scene,” a no-
table issue arose related to the maintenance of a constant speed. The issue
arose due to a reduction in the size of the ”tunnels” and an increase in the
frequency of turns further down the respiratory tract. As a consequence, users’
perceived speed would rapidly increase as they traveled along the path, leading
to a potentially uncomfortable and nauseating experience towards the end of
the journey. A speed that would initially be considered slow at the start of the
respiratory tract would become unsuitable for comfortable navigation toward
the end of the path. The users could manually reduce their speed to a more
comfortable rate, however, the increase in speed was considered too difficult to
control manually without causing discomfort. Additionally, having to continu-
ously adjust their speed would take the users’ focus away from the main aspects
of the VR experience.

To address this issue, a solution was devised where the speed of the user’s
transit would automatically adjust according to how far along the path they had
traveled, allowing for a more seamless and comfortable navigation experience.
An algorithm was developed that calculated the relative distance traveled by a
”PathFollower”, and an appropriate speed reduction was calculated and applied
by multiplying the speed variable with a reduction factor. This was done using
the Mathf.Lerp [126] function, which returns a value that is a linear interpolation
between the maximum speed and the minimum speed, based on the normalised
distance traveled. Essentially, this means that the closer the object is to the
end of the path, the slower it will move. The fastest travel speed that was
deemed comfortable was found to be 2 at the start of the path and 0.2 at the
end. Therefore, to simplify the calculation, the range of the slider in the wrist
menu was set to -1 to 1, and the maximum speed and minimum speeds were
set to 2 and 0.2, respectively. In practice, this means that if the slider is set to
0.5, the speed will be 0.5*2=1 at the start of the path and 0.5*0.2=0.1 at the
end of it. As a result, the user experiences a deceleration of ten times the initial
speed. However, due to the perceptual illusion of speed, the overall perceived
speed remains relatively constant.

As mentioned in 4.8, the slider was later eliminated from the wrist menu, and
an alternative method was adopted where users regulated their speed using the
’Grip’ buttons located on the Meta Quest 2’s hand controllers. These but-
tons support analog input, enabling users to adjust their speed by varying the
pressure they apply. This approach alleviates the need for users to divert their
attention to a specific menu area, as they can now effortlessly control their speed
without taking their eyes off the pharmacological aspects of the application.

4.11.2 Movement in the Cross-Section Scene

The ”cross-section scene” required a completely different approach to movement.
Unlike the previous scene, this environment did not require the user to move
synchronously with the medication, thus allowing for a more flexible system to
be implemented. To promote user exploration and self-directed movement, a
system was developed that enabled users to navigate the environment via the
joystick on the right VR hand controller.
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Included in the XR Interaction Toolkit, mentioned in 4.6, is a Locomotion Sys-
tem that facilitates a few different movement options for the XR Rig. Among
these modes is one that allows for unrestricted movement along the x and z
axes, creating a sensation akin to flight for the user. This mode was seen as an
appropriate movement system for the ”cross-section scene”, and it was imple-
mented relatively quickly. One limitation, however, was the absence of vertical
movement along the y-axis. Given that such movement is essential for a com-
prehensive and free exploration of the lungs, it became necessary to develop a
solution to this constraint.

To resolve this issue, a custom script was devised to enable the XR Rig to detect
and respond to user input from the hand controllers, allowing the user to move
along the z-axis. Considering that the current movement controls within the
locomotion system necessitated that users place their thumb on the joystick, it
was deemed appropriate to utilise the joystick’s clicking feature as the user’s
input for controlling movement along the y-axis. The integration of these two
movement systems provided users with the ability to navigate through the vir-
tual environment along the horisontal plane by manipulating the joystick and
along the vertical plane by clicking the joystick.

Through this approach, the absence of vertical movement was compensated for,
and the user was able to navigate the lungs freely. However, the joysticks’ click
functionality only facilitated binary input. Consequently, while users were able
to meticulously regulate their speed in the horisontal plane by adjusting the
extent to which the joystick was pushed, they encountered a constant speed
constraint when traversing along the y-axis. This constraint resulted in an inel-
egant user experience, impeding precise navigation to desired locations within
the virtual setting. Consequently, following a similar strategy employed in the
Follow Scene, the utilisation of the ’Grip’ button on the hand controllers was
reintroduced. In this instance, the ’Grip’ button was repurposed to control
vertical movement, as opposed to backward and forward progression along a
predetermined path. Figure 4.26 depicts the in-application instructional inter-
face designed to acquaint users with the movement controls employed within
the scene.

Figure 4.26: Instructions for the movement controls in the Cross Section scene.
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4.12 Simulating an Asthma Attack

In order to adequately represent the effects of asthma medication, it is necessary
to first exhibit the symptoms of asthma. The presentation of the symptoms of
asthma must precede the demonstration of their reduction via asthma medica-
tion.

Asthma simulation involves a complex interplay of three distinct components
that work in tandem to accurately represent the condition. These include the
animated contraction of the airways, as discussed in section 4.5, as well as the
animation of mucus build-up and the modification of exhale audio, described in
the previous section. To achieve a realistic simulation of an asthma attack when
the user opts to activate one through the menu system, the synchronisation of
the three key components is imperative.

The majority of the work related to the contraction of the airways was done
in 3ds Max prior to the full-body model being imported into Unity. In this
process, the mesh of the lung model was manipulated to animate the narrowing
and opening of the airways, and these animations were subsequently baked into
the model file when the model was exported in the FBX format. Within the
Unity application, the animation is presented as an AnimationClip [127], which
is controlled by an AnimationController [128], providing an organised framework
for the animation of the lung model.

In order to achieve dynamic control over the animation of the full-body model
in Unity, an AnimationController component is attached to the model in the
visual editor. This allows for the selection and manipulation of specific Anima-
tionClips through scripting, thereby enabling the linking of certain animations
to UI elements, such as buttons within the tablet menu discussed in section 4.8.
In this scenario, when the user selects the ”Simulate asthma attack” option in
the tablet menu, it initiates the main part of the asthma simulation, which is
the animation of the narrowing of the airways.

In unison with the narrowing of the airways, an animation simulating mucus
build-up inside the respiratory tract is played. Multiple techniques were exper-
imented with to convincingly simulate mucus build-up within the respiratory
tract.

One early idea included the use of liquid simulations. Attempts were made to use
a free trial of an asset from the Unity store called Zibra Liquid [129] to facilitate
real-time simulations of a thick, coloured fluid representing mucus. Zibra Liquid
allows for the creation of visually convincing fluid simulations, with a range of
parameters available for customisation, such as viscosity, surface tension, and
turbulence.

This method produced mucus that was visually appealing in terms of its ap-
pearance. However, the manner in which the mucus interacted with the airway
walls was deemed unsatisfactory. The default gravity settings included in the
simulation caused the mucus to fall to the bottom of the airways, resulting
in poor adherence to the walls. Various techniques were explored to overcome
this issue, including adjusting fluid viscosity, manipulating simulation time, and
gravity settings. Despite improvements in the appearance and texture of the
mucus, achieving satisfactory results required more time than deemed reason-
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able. Moreover, continuing to use the Zibra Liquid asset would necessitate pay-
ment, and the high computational demands of the asset rendered it impractical.
Consequently, this approach was abandoned.

Figure 4.27: Blender mucus model

Another approach included the use of a technique where Shaders in Unity is
used to give solid objects a liquid look. In contrast, a relatively straightfor-
ward and computationally cost-effective solution was ultimately implemented.
Specifically, a customised 3D model created through Blender, an open-source
3D modeling software, was utilised. This involved flattening a sphere shape to
form a disk, adding noise to create a textured surface, and subsequently curving
the disk to conform to the shape of the airway tubes. This particular model is
depicted in Figure 4.27. A number of copies of this model, varying in width,
length, and size, were carefully rotated and positioned all around the outside of
the tubes making up the airways, as shown in Figure 4.28.
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Figure 4.28: Mucus model placed around airways

The copies were then manually animated, using Unity’s animation system, to
gradually move inwards to intersect with the airways, thus creating the illusion
of mucus secretion from the walls of the airways. The surface irregularities of
the model, combined with the variable dimensions and width-to-height ratios,
contributed to a natural and randomly distributed appearance of the simulated
mucus.

When the user elects to simulate an asthma attack, all three of these compo-
nents work together to create a realistic and immersive experience. The airway
constriction causes breathing difficulties, and the mucus build-up makes it even
harder to breathe. Furthermore, the sound effect of wheezing during exhalation
further accentuates respiratory distress. This sets the stage for the presentation
of the effectiveness of asthma medication in treating the condition.

4.13 Simulating the Effects of Asthma Medica-
tion

The visualisation of the transit of asthma medication through the human body
was a crucial aspect of the VR application. The development of this visuali-
sation was a complex process that involved collaboration between pharmacol-
ogy experts and VR developers to ensure accuracy and realism. The asthma
medication in question was the aforementioned beta-2-agonists, short-acting
beat-agonists providing quick relief of asthma symptoms. While various admin-
istration methods, such as oral and intravenous, are available, the focus of the
VR application was to simulate administration through inhalation.
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4.13.1 Simulation in the Follow Scene

Similarly to the airflow simulation described in section 4.10, medication par-
ticles had to be depicted travelling down into the lungs. Manually animating
the journey of medication particles through the airways using Unity’s animation
system was considered but deemed too extensive of a task. Therefore the BPC
was once again a key component of the implementation. As the medication
is inhaled, it travels along with the airflow, meaning that the previously con-
structed paths could be reused for the medication particles. However, one new
path down into the stomach was created to showcase that not all the medication
goes down into the lungs.

Initial iterations of visualising medication particles involved the implementa-
tion of multiple clusters of spheres, with each individual sphere representing
a singular particle. Each cluster, composed of approximately 30 spheres, fol-
lowed a distinct path. All the clusters originated from roughly the same point
and diverged as they traversed further along their assigned paths, uniformly
distributing throughout the lungs.

Two critical issues with this approach were identified. Firstly, the movement
generated using this technique was deemed unnatural, and secondly, an enor-
mous number of spheres and clusters were required to realistically depict the
transit of asthma medication. While the clusters followed their designated
paths, the spheres within each cluster remained stationary, resulting in a stiff
appearance that did not accurately represent the turbulent nature of medica-
tion particle motion. The number of spheres needed to accurately depict the
administration of asthma medication was significant. Using the approach would
have resulted in a considerable amount of work in addition to a computational
burden. This made it difficult to scale the visualisation, limiting its potential
usefulness in a realistic educational setting.

To address these issues, a more sophisticated approach was developed that
utilised particle-based simulation techniques to create a more realistic represen-
tation of the transit of the asthma medication. Unity’s ParticleSystem [86], a
robust tool that empowers developers to create dynamic and interactive particle-
based effects within their applications, was employed. This tool facilitated the
creation and customisation of individual particles, which could be controlled us-
ing a range of parameters such as size, colour, behaviour, and movement. With
this approach, the simulation could accurately represent the chaotic motion of
medication particles in the airways. The simulated medication particles exhib-
ited apparent weightlessness, and an unintentional effect of their movement and
lifetime was an apparent collision with the walls of the airways and subsequent
disappearance, providing an illusion of absorption. The use of particle-based
simulations not only enhanced the visual realism of the medication’s flow but
also streamlined the development process by enabling a more efficient workflow.
As such, this technique proved to be an effective solution for the limitations of
the previous approach. Figure 4.29 show the look of the medicine particles in
their transit through the lungs.
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Figure 4.29: Medication particles, simulated with Unity’s ParticleSystem, on
their transit through the lungs.

The initial versions of the medication visualisation were decoupled from the res-
piratory system. In accordance with the average rate of respiration, the breath-
ing system was set to simulate 12 breaths per minute. While the speed of the
medication’s transit was set independently at a pace, it could easily be observed
and comfortably followed. Consequently, there was no synchronisation between
the medication inhalation process and the accompanying inhalation sound and
visualisation. In practical terms, the users would observe the gradual move-
ment of the medication through the airways while concurrently hearing audio
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that alternated between inhalation and exhalation, along with corresponding
respiratory visualisations. However, this approach did not accurately represent
real-world events since the medication should ideally move along with the air-
flow during a single inhalation. Given that the application aims to simulate the
administration of asthma medication through inhalation, this particular aspect
was crucial to ensure accuracy in the simulation.

Two potential solutions were considered to address this issue. One possibility
was to increase the speed of the medication particles so that they matched the
pace of a typical inhalation. Alternatively, the speed of the inhalation could be
decreased to match the comfortable pace set for the medication particles, and
this approach could be seen as time slowing down to facilitate the observation
of the medication. The latter approach was deemed more appropriate, as the
speed required to keep up with the airflow of a typical inhalation was likely
to be uncomfortable for users. Consequently, a new inhalation audio clip was
produced, with a slower pace that matched the duration of the medication’s
transit.

To achieve this goal, the original inhalation audio clip was initially subjected to a
stretching process. However, it quickly became apparent that merely stretching
the audio clip would not suffice to produce a natural-sounding slow inhalation.
Additionally, because the clip needed to be approximately 40 seconds long to
match the transit time of the medication, it could quickly become irritating
and uncomfortable to listen to. Therefore, adjustments were made to both the
volume level and pitch of the stretched audio clip. The audio clip was modified
to commence with a typical inhalation sound, and subsequently, the pitch was
gradually lowered to simulate the effect of time deceleration, and the volume
faded down. Towards the conclusion of the clip, as the medication approaches its
destination, the pitch and volume are reverted to the standard level to produce
a seamless progression into the subsequent normal exhalation. This approach
achieved a somewhat natural-sounding slow inhalation and facilitated a smooth
transition to the following exhalation.

Having developed the visualisation of the asthma medication’s transit through
the lungs, the simulated effects of said medication needed to be developed.
Due to the previous development of asthma symptom simulation, a substantial
foundation has already been established. As a result, certain effects employed
in the asthma visualisation were readily adaptable for visualising the effects of
the medication and could simply be reversed to show the impact of medication
administration.

As detailed in section 4.5, the animation of the airway constriction and sub-
sequent relaxation was created using 3ds Max. Upon importing the full-body
model into Unity, these animations were included in the model and were, in
essence, the inverse of each other. Thus, following the simulation of the symp-
toms of an asthma attack using the contraction animation, as described in sec-
tion 4.12, the relaxation animation depicting the opening of the airways was
employed to simulate the effects of the administered medication. The simula-
tion of the effects of beta-2-agonists on asthma was, in large part, the reverse
process of simulating the asthma attack symptoms. However, to achieve a more
accurate representation of the medication’s effects, the speed of the relaxation
animation was set to a lower rate than the one of the contraction animation
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[130].

To achieve an accurate simulation of the effects of the administered medication,
it was necessary to further animate the mucus that had accumulated during the
asthma attack. However, the low short-term impact of beta-2-agonists on mucus
posed a challenge, as simply animating its disappearance would not suffice. The
primary effects of beta-2-agonists in the treatment of asthma are to relax the
smooth muscles that line the airways, which results in the widening of the air
passages. It has little effect on the clearance of mucus[49]. As such, in order
to ensure an accurate representation of the medication’s effect, it was necessary
for the mucus to remain during the expansion of the respiratory tract. The
mucus needed to adhere to the walls of the airways and move with them as they
expanded. This was essential to show that this particular medication mainly
relieves asthma symptoms by counteracting the narrowing of the airways and
has little effect on the mucus.

Creating an accurate simulation of the medication’s effects required several
steps. First, it was essential to create a visual representation of the mucus
adhering to the interior walls of the airways. Next, this mucus needed to move
in sync with the airways’ expansion. Finally, the mucus had to dissipate gradu-
ally, completing the simulation. This process was carried out through a two-fold
animation procedure. Initially, an animation was created where the 3D mod-
els, which were representative of the mucus, were meticulously manipulated to
align with the movements of the respiratory tract’s walls with regard to position,
rotation, and size. Subsequently, the mucus was animated to show a gradual
dissipation, ultimately disappearing entirely. The second animation was set to
automatically start following the conclusion of the first. Figure 4.30 displays
two screen captures captured from an identical viewpoint within the airways.
The upper picture depicts the airways in a contracted state, including the ac-
cumulation of mucus. Conversely, the lower picture illustrates the aftermath of
airway expansion, where the mucus adheres to the airway walls.

In order to comprehensively replicate the effects of beta-2-agonists, it was nec-
essary to synchronise the animation portraying the dilation of the airways with
the previously outlined animation of the mucus movement. Additionally, the
breathing system was also incorporated into the simulation to ensure a real-
istic portrayal of the physiological changes. Specifically, the wheezing sound
that characterizes asthma breathing, as described in section 4.12, was switched
back to the representation of normal breathing as the airways open, allowing
for increased airflow, thus further enhancing the authenticity of the simulation.
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Figure 4.30: Medication particles, simulated with Unity’s ParticleSystem, on
their transit through the lungs.

Finally, the timing of the medicinal effects needed to be adjusted. Initially,
the effects of the medications would initiate as soon as users would elect to
administer the medication through the wrist menu. As soon as the medication
particles started their transit through the lungs, the effects of the medication
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would be shown. This meant that the medication would be shown to take
effect even before it had reached the site of action. To accurately represent the
timing of the medication’s effects, it was necessary to adjust the start of the
animations so that the onset of action coincided with the arrival of medication
particles at its target destination. This was accomplished through the use of
a MedicationManager that monitored a designated ParticleSystem representing
the medication and initiated the simulated effects of the medication once it
reached the end of its path. This approach ensured that the timing of the
medication’s effects was accurately represented in the simulation.

4.13.2 Simulation in the Cross-Section Scene

The cross-section scene aims to provide users with a deeper understanding of
how the medication works at a deeper level, highlighting the intricate processes
involved in its therapeutic effect. In this section, we will focus on the visu-
alisation process linked to the medication and the techniques used to achieve
this.

Close cooperation with stakeholders and medical experts was essential to obtain
a detailed description of the medication’s behaviour and effects at the cellular
level. The goal was to simulate the journey of the medicine through the bronchial
tubes, as well as its diffusion across the airway epithelium layer, through the
connective tissue, and finally reaching the muscle cells. This process ultimately
results in the relief of the contraction in the bronchial tubes, as described in
Chapter 4.5.

To simulate the general flow of drug molecules, we employed Unity’s ParticleSys-
tem, as used in the previous chapter. This approach allowed us to represent a
larger number of particles flowing through the bronchial tubes without the need
to animate each of them individually. However, to simulate a more accurate and
detailed process of what happens to the medication, we needed to animate the
path of each particle. For this purpose, we utilised Unity’s animation system.
The result was eight individual particles that moved through the bronchial tube,
carefully adjusted in their paths to create a sense of them being drawn into the
connective tissue before proceeding toward the muscle cells. Figure 4.31 shows
how the two systems work in unison to simulate the transit of the medication.
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Figure 4.31: Medication particles simulated with Unity’s ParticleSystem and
manually animated.

4.14 Narration and Subtitles

To provide an additional layer of information and aid users with understanding
the simulation, narrations explaining what was happening during the simula-
tion were added. This allowed the user simultaneously observe the effects of the
medication on the respiratory system and listen to a sound clip providing addi-
tional and more in-depth information. Subtitles were also included to cater to
users who may have difficulty hearing the narration or who prefer to read the in-
formation. By providing both narration and subtitles, the VR application could
cater to a wider range of users with different learning preferences and abilities.
The composition of the narration script, as well as the subsequent recording
process, were executed by our collaborating partners, Berg & Serkland. After-
ward, the recording was further refined through post-processing in Audacity,
where we applied techniques to eliminate stutters, long pauses, and extraneous
noise from the audio. Additionally, a music layer was added to the recordings
to enhance the listening experience and create a pleasant atmosphere for the
users. To achieve this, a cheerful tune was selected from Epidemicsounds.com,
which provides a vast library of royalty-free music that can be used in various
creative projects. The selected music piece was then carefully blended with the
narration using sound editing techniques, resulting in a harmonious audio ex-
perience for the users. The final output comprised six distinct audio clips that
could be played in various sections of the application.
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Figure 4.32: Interactable floating buttons used to activate narration

The VR application includes two methods for activating the audio clips. Some
clips are triggered when the user interacts with floating buttons, shown in Fig-
ure 4.32, present in various locations of the application, whereas others are
automatically played when the user selects a particular option from the wrist
menu. The following scene comprises three interactable floating buttons that
activate narration clips. One of these buttons is located just outside the mouth
of the full-body model where the user’s journey commences, while the other two
are present inside the respiratory tract. The initial button activates a clip that
serves to welcome the user and is the first to be encountered, while the other
two buttons provide academic information regarding the journey and the effects
of asthma medication.

The information given in the audio clips, which can be triggered inside the
human model, is presented in such a way that it should be paired with the visual
observation of the medication at a specific point of its transit. Consequently,
although the application allows the user to freely travel through the respiratory
tract independently of the asthma medication, the floating buttons within the
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Figure 4.33: Narration & Subtitles activated in front of vocal folds.

respiratory tract are exclusively visible to the user when they have selected the
”give & follow medication” option from the wrist menu.

This improved the cohesion of the information layers. However, there was still
an issue that needed to be addressed. If a user had chosen the ”give & follow
medication” option, they would embark on a journey with a constant veloc-
ity on a path descending into the lungs. During the journey, just above the
vocal folds, the area shown in Figure 4.33, users could activate an audio clip
that provided information intended to be consumed at this specific location and
time of the medication’s consumption. The floating button was placed at this
particular point; however, due to the constant pace of the journey, users would
have already passed the location that the audio clip pertained to before the
relevant information could be given. The user’s speed could be adjusted man-
ually by means of the slider found in the wrist menu, as previously discussed
in section 4.11. However, altering the speed in this manner would cause the
medication to move away from the user, as the slider does not affect the speed
of the medication itself.

To address this issue, a temporary deceleration in the speed of both the medi-
cation and the user was activated in conjunction with the playback of the audio
clip. Specifically, during the playback of the audio clip, the velocity of the med-
ication and the user was reduced by a factor of 10. This deliberate reduction
in speed facilitated the user’s observation of the aspects referenced in the audio
clip while maintaining synchronisation with the transit of the medication. Upon
the conclusion of the audio playback, the velocity reverted back to its original
value.

Ensuring synchronisation between audio and visual feedback was deemed crucial
in some of the other audio clips. Consequently, the application was designed to
remove the responsibility of timing the activation of a pharmacological simula-
tion and an audio clip from the user. Instead, the audio clips are programmed
to start playing automatically when the user chooses to commence a simulation
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Figure 4.34: Array of SubtitleText

from the wrist menu. This functionality is observable in the cross-section scene,
where the user can simulate an asthma attack and, subsequently, the adminis-
tration of asthma medication. Upon selecting either of these options from the
wrist menu, a simulation is initiated along with an audio clip, ensuring that the
simulated pharmacological aspects are occurring concurrently with the audio
narration.

To enhance the comprehensibility of the narration and improve its accessibility
to users who may experience difficulty in hearing, subtitles were incorporated.
The language employed in the narrations could be considered complex, charac-
terized by sophisticated terminology and abstract concepts, and subtitles were
deemed a helpful tool to enhance the comprehensibility of the content for users.

To implement this in Unity, a struct, SubtitleText, was defined, which contains
two variables: time and text. The time variable determines how long a subtitle
should be displayed during the audio clip, while the text variable contains the
actual subtitle text. Six arrays of SubtitleText’s were created, one for each
audio clip that required subtitles. Figure 4.34 show how the contents of the
array were defined in Unity. When an audio clip is played, the corresponding
array is iterated using a coroutine. The coroutine displays the first subtitle
and then waits for the time specified in each subtitle line before updating the
subtitle text with the next line. This process is repeated until all subtitle lines
in the array have been displayed.

The display of subtitles to the user is facilitated through a basic UI element.
This UI element takes the form of a panel with text and is attached to the
XR Rig, which is then positioned at the bottom of the user’s field of view. By
employing this design, the subtitles are guaranteed to remain within the user’s
field of view, irrespective of any changes to the user’s perspective. Figure 4.33
illustrates how the subtitles were displayed to the user.
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4.15 Architecture

Unity uses an entity-component-based architecture to organise and manage
GameObjects. Each GameObject is considered an entity in this architecture,
and components are added to each entity to define its behaviour and appearance.

Components are reusable pieces of code that define a specific aspect of an en-
tity’s behaviour or appearance, such as its position, rotation, or movement.
Entities can have multiple components attached to them, and the combination
of components defines the overall behaviour and appearance of the entity.

One of the benefits of this architecture is that it allows for easy customisation
and modification of entities. For example, if you want to add a new behaviour
to an entity, you can simply add a new component that defines that behaviour,
rather than having to modify the existing code.

Additionally, the entity-component-based architecture allows for better organi-
sation and management of GameObjects, as each entity and its associated com-
ponents are self-contained units that can be easily copied, moved, and reused
throughout the game.

Apart from the built-in components provided by Unity, several custom compo-
nents were developed to control the simulation’s functionality. The implemen-
tation of the custom components involved scripting in C#, where each custom
component represents a specific aspect of the application’s logic. For example,
one custom component, a MedicationController, was created to control the
flow and behaviour of the medication in the simulation, while another compo-
nent was developed to manage the various UI elements displayed to the user.
Several of these custom controller components are attached to GameObjects
within the scene, allowing them to interact with other components and objects
in the game world.

By utilising this approach, the application’s functionality can be broken down
into smaller, more manageable pieces. Perhaps the most important components
were theAsthmaController and the aforementionedMedicationController.

The AsthmaController script is responsible for controlling all the aspects that
together make up the simulation of an acute asthma attack. It manages the state
of the asthma attack, which can be toggled on and off by the user. The script
takes in an AudioController that is responsible for switching the breathing
sound to a wheezing asthma breathing sound during an asthma attack and back
to normal afterward. Additionally, it uses a MucusController that controls
the presence of GameObjects, representing the mucus that builds up during
an asthma attack. Finally, the AsthmaController takes in an Animator that
controls the animations showing the contraction and relaxation of the airways
during the asthma attack and the healing process, respectively. The Asthma-
Controller script acts as the central coordinator between these different com-
ponents, providing the logic to tie everything together and create a seamless
experience for the user.

Similarly, the MedicationController is tasked with coordinating various events
that collectively form a simulation, specifically the medication administration
process, as its name suggests. It includes several child objects with ParticleSys-
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Figure 4.35: Diagram illustrating the most important controllers.

tem components provided by Unity, which are used to represent medication par-
ticles. The controller is responsible for controlling the emission rate and speed of
these particles to simulate the flow of medication through the airways. It takes
in a PathFollowerCamera, which controls the user’s movement along the prede-
fined path through the lungs in order for it to synchronise the journey of the user
with the transit of the medication particles. This facilitates the ”give and follow
medication” functionality of the application. The MedicationController takes
in both an AudioController and a BreathingController as parameters. The Au-
dioController is used to initiate the playback of a special inhalation sound clip
during medication inhalation, while the BreathingController is utilised to pause
the normal loop of inhales and exhales during the special inhalation clip play-
back. Finally, the MedicationController takes in an AsthmaController, which
is responsible for initiating the healing process once the medication particles
reach the affected areas. Overall, the MedicationController plays a critical role
in guiding the user through the medication administration process, making it
an essential part of the interactive simulation.

Figure 4.35 show a high level overview of how the main controllers are intercon-
nected to provide the logic of the application.

4.16 Optimisation and Performance

Optimisation and performance are key components of any virtual reality appli-
cation that aim to give users a seamless and engaging experience. There are
two main approaches to running a VR application, each suitable for various VR
platforms. These can be either PC-tethered or standalone.

PC-tethered VR systems are configurations that require a connection to a pow-
erful computer via a cable or wireless connection. These configurations rely on
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the computer’s hardware and processing power to render high-quality graphics
and handle complex simulations. Standalone applications, on the other hand,
run directly on the VR headset without any connection to an external source.
Throughout the development and during the evaluation sessions, the applica-
tion primarily operated using a PC-tethered system. However, we also made
attempts to improve the performance of the standalone version.

One of the most significant performance issues we encountered was the time
delay experienced when switching between the main scenes. This was mainly
due to the heavy load of processing the complex 3D models. In order to address
this issue, it was necessary to find a balance between the visual fidelity of the
models and the overall performance of the application. One of the initial steps
taken was to reduce the polygon count in the 3D models. This was achieved by
experimenting with different smoothing values in the Meshsmooth component
inside 3ds Max, as discussed in section 4.4. By doing so, we significantly reduced
the amount of time required for navigating between the different scenes. This
optimisation was beneficial not only for the PC-tethered version but also for the
standalone application, as both versions require efficient resource management
to deliver a smooth user experience.

Another issue we faced was related to delays and low frame rates while following
the journey of the medication. This not only affected the user’s experience
traversing through the airways but also impeded the use of the wrist menu,
as it resulted in lagging and difficulty in pointing and interacting with it. In
the earlier versions of the application, the 3D model used in the follow-scene
included all of the inner components and organs that were originally part of the
model. This had a significant impact on the simulation quality when navigating
down the airways, as it resulted in lagging and low frame rates, particularly in
the standalone application.

Initially, attempts were made to rectify this issue by adjusting various settings
related to the models in Unity, such as disabling shadows and reducing texture
quality. However, these adjustments provided minimal improvements. Conse-
quently, a more impact solution was employed, which involved the removal of
all unnecessary components from the model that was not essential to the simu-
lation or related to the lungs. This approach produced a greater result, leading
to smoother movements and a more responsive wrist menu.
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Chapter 5

Results

To gather feedback and enhance the application accordingly, we conducted two
rounds of user evaluation sessions. This chapter presents the outcomes of both
sets of evaluation sessions, including the enhancements implemented between
the two sessions. Additionally, we provide an overview of the overall results
from various perspectives.

5.1 The First User Evaluation Session

The first round of sessions took place on March 29, 2023, at HUH. Four exter-
nal participated in the evaluation, providing feedback on the VR application
through a System Usability Scale and a survey related to the use of VR in
pharmacology. The participants also provided verbal feedback throughout the
session. Two of the participants were specialist candidates medical doctors who
have completed their medical education and are currently undergoing specialised
training in a specific area of medicine. The other two test subjects were medical
students enrolled in the medical degree program at the UiB.

As none of the test subjects had ever tried VR before, they were given a short
introduction to the basics of VR. Then a more specific walkthrough of the
pharmacology application they were about to try that included images from
the application and some text explaining various parts of the pharmacology
application’s interface and functionality.

One by one the participant got to try the application whilst their interactions
with the virtual environment were being observed and recorded. The tester got
to explore the environment, menus and features freely but were guided in the
right direction if anything was unclear or there were features they had not tried
yet.

Overall the verbal feedback from the evaluation session was very positive, all the
users seemed to like the experience and everyone could see how the product could
provide value in their field. Everyone managed to navigate the UI, however, we
did observe that sometimes there were too many options. The menu system
could benefit from having some buttons removed or potentially combined in
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order for the user to more efficiently see the desired outcome. While options can
provide flexibility and customisation, an excess of choices in a UI can potentially
result in confusion and unintended use.

Participants expressed that viewing pharmacology in VR offers a completely
different and more engaging experience compared to traditional 2D methods,
and that you have to try it to understand. One tester noted that they sometimes
have trouble understanding where things are in relation to each other and that
a VR application could help with that.

Upon the completion of the application testing, the participants were asked
to answer a survey conducted through Google Forms. The survey consisted
of the widely recognised System Usability Scale (SUS), as well as a custom
questionnaire designed specifically for this study. As mentioned earlier the SUS
is a recognised tool for evaluating the usability of artifacts.

After the first four participants had answered the questionnaire, the average
SUS score was calculated to be 82.5. Bangor et al. [112] have proposed a
threshold of 70 as the minimum score for considering an artifact as passable,
with better products scoring in the high 70s and upper 80s. A score of 82.5 puts
the application somewhere between good and excellent on the adjective rating
scale proposed by Bangor et al.[112] which can be seen in Figure 5.1.

Statement four of the SUS, ”I think that I would need the support of a tech-
nical person to be able to use the VR application”, received the most mixed
responses from the participants. Two participants agreed with the statement,
indicating they believed technical assistance would be necessary for them to
use the application. One tester reported disagreement and one reported strong
disagreement, both expressing more confidence about being able to use applica-
tion on their own. There might be some confusion connected to this statement,
however. Participants could struggle with the question of whether they should
consider the overall system or just the application itself. Considering the test
setup that was used, participants could have envisioned more work being neces-
sary than what was actually the case. This uncertainty can make it challenging
for participants to provide accurate and actionable feedback, as it requires them
to consider both the application and its surrounding system.

It may be tempting to dive deeper into the answers of each individual question,
however, Brook [111] notes that the scores for individual items are not meaning-
ful on their own. This is reiterated by Bangor et al. [112] because of their results
that indicate a significant correlation between all the statements. One should
instead only report the overall SUS score. While a single number cannot convey
the full picture of our application’s usability, it provides an easy-to-understand
indication that everyone can understand. Given the low number of participants
one should not put too much emphasis on this number, however, it can indicate
that the UI does not detract from the main goal of the application which is to
show pharmacological concepts.

As part of the testing process, our custom questionnaire was administered to the
participants to gauge their perception of how VR when applied to pharmacology.
Similarly to a SUS the custom questionnaire included alternating positively and
negatively phrased statements. The results from the questionnaire revealed that
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Figure 5.1: A comparison of mean SUS scores by quartile, adjective ratings, and
the acceptability of the overall SUS score. Figure from Bangor et al. [112].

the participants where mostly in agreement. More so than the results from the
SUS, where the answers where a bit more diverse.

All four participants indicated strong agreement to the statement ”Using a VR
application in pharmacology education can make learning more engaging and in-
teractive.” and strong disagreement to ”A VR appliaction does not provide any
meaningful benefits compared to traditional teaching methods such as books,
lectures, and videos.” These responses suggest that the participants perceive
VR as a valuable tool in pharmacology education, with the potential to en-
hance engagement and interactivity. Additionally, their disagreement with the
statement that VR lacks meaningful benefits compared to traditional methods
indicates that they see value in incorporating VR into pharmacology education,
perhaps as a complementary approach to existing teaching methods.

The participants also indicated that they believe that a VR application can help
students visualise and understand pharmacological concepts more easily, with
three of them reporting that they agree with the third statement of the custom
questionnaire and one participant reporting strong agreement. They were also
in agreement that VR can improve students’ motivation to learn and provide a
more immersive and memorable learning experience. In all cases, participants
reported either disagreement or strong disagreement to statements indicating
that the use of VR in pharmacology education adds unnecessary complexity
and that it takes away from the learning experience.

The answers for statement eight, ”The benefits of using a VR application in
my field of study does not outweigh the challenges and limitations”, where the
most varied. Two participants reported disagreement, one reported strong dis-
agreement and one reported neither disagreement nor agreement. A weakness
of this statement is that the participants might not know what the possible
challenges and limitations are. It is likely that they have not been exposed to
the full range of difficulties associated with VR given that non of them had
tried VR before, and answered based on perceived drawbacks. Further research
could explore the specific challenges and limitations that users perceive in using
VR in pharmacology education, and how these perceptions may impact their
overall perception of the benefits of VR in their field of study. Understanding
users’ perspectives on challenges and limitations can provide valuable insights
for improving the design and implementation of VR applications in pharmacol-
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ogy education to address potential concerns and enhance its effectiveness as an
educational tool.

Overall the custom questionnaire results indicate that the participants are pos-
itive to the implementation of VR into pharmacology education. The results
lead us to believe that both students and professionals are open to the idea of
incorporating VR technology into pharmacology education, either in addition
to, or in some cases, instead of traditional teaching methods.

5.2 The Second User Evaluation Session

The following user evaluation was conducted at HVL, building upon the insights
gathered during the first round of sessions. This time, we expanded the scope
of the test group to include both students and educators in order to gather a
broader range of perspectives on the VR application. To obtain more reliable
results, we also increased the number of participants, following the recommen-
dation by Knudsen [131], which suggests that a minimum of 8-12 test persons
is required for reliable findings. A total of five educators and four first-year
nursing students participated in this session.

The evaluation session followed a similar procedure to the first one, with par-
ticipants receiving a brief introduction to the basics of VR and a more specific
walkthrough of the application. Each participant was provided with the op-
portunity to explore the application as we carefully watched their interactions
within the virtual environment. This time, we also used screen recordings of
each individual session to capture the user’s interactions in real-time. These
recordings provided valuable data for later analysis, enabling us to study how
the different parts of the application were perceived and to identify any chal-
lenges or difficulties they encountered.

In response to the feedback received from the first session, several changes were
implemented to improve the application’s usability and user experience. One
of the issues users faced was navigating between the functionalities due to the
complexity of the wrist menu. This included users getting stuck or unsure how
to navigate further in the application. Additionally, sometimes functionality
gets missed or overlooked due to an overwhelming number of choices to explore.
To address this problem, we simplified the menu by reducing and combining the
available options for the user, aiming to create a more intuitive and seamless
experience. As another step towards improving the menu’s clarity, the number
of side menus was decreased, and the icons were changed with more meaningful
representations to make it easier for users to grasp their intended function.

In the second user evaluation, we introduced a new feature aimed at enhancing
the learning experience and providing users with valuable information as they
navigate through the airways and explore the lungs. With the support of our
stakeholders, we incorporated multiple audio clips into the application, which
were recorded by medical experts in the field. The content of the audio primarily
focused on asthma and its effects on the airways, including the action of the
medication and the physiological changes occurring during an asthma attack.
These audio clips were integrated into the virtual environment, with buttons
placed in specific locations throughout the scene that users could interact with
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to access the relevant information. In addition, we also implemented subtitles
that appeared on the screen whenever an audio clip was playing.

As with the first evaluation session, the verbal feedback collected during this
session was predominantly positive. Both students and teachers expressed en-
thusiasm about the application’s potential value in the field of pharmacology
education. The participants were able to navigate the UI effectively, although
a few who had never used VR before initially experienced difficulties using the
controllers to interact with the menu.

Upon completion of the application testing, participants were asked to complete
the same survey as in the first session, which included the SUS and the custom
questionnaire tailored to the study. An additional question was added to the
questionnaire to identify the participant’s roles as either students or teachers.

After analyzing the responses from the participants, the average SUS score was
calculated to be 80.55, which is slightly lower than the score achieved in the
first session. The slight reduction could be due to several factors. Importantly,
the number of participants in the second evaluation was higher, which could
lead to a broader range of responses. Another factor that might have influenced
the SUS score is the inclusion of both students and educators. It is conceiv-
able that teachers might have had different expectations or requirements from
the VR application than students, leading to a broader spectrum of usability
assessments. Despite this, it is important to note that a score above 80 is still
considered good, indicating that the application was generally well-received by
the users.

There was a more diverse range of prior experience with VR compared to the
first session, where none of the participants had tried VR before. This time,
three of the participants reported that they had never used VR, four stated they
had tried VR 2-5 times, and two participant had used VR more than five times.

Regarding the third question of the SUS, ”I thought the VR application was easy
to use”, the responses leaned towards the positive side. Three strongly agreed
with the statement, while two participants agreed and four reported ”neither
agree nor disagree”. This suggests that a considerable number of the partici-
pants found the VR application user-friendly and easy to navigate, regardless
of their prior experience with VR. However, the neutral response from one par-
ticipant indicates that there may be room for improvement in the application’s
usability.

Considering the custom questionnaire, the positive sentiment towards using VR
in pharmacology education remained strong. Of the nine participants, eight
strongly agreed with the statement ”Using a VR application in pharmacology
education can make learning more engaging and interactive”, while one agreed.
Moreover, for the statement ”A VR application does not provide any meaning-
ful benefits compared to traditional teaching methods such as books, lectures,
and videos”, the majority strongly disagreed, and two participants stated they
disagreed. These findings agree with the first session’s results and indicate a
common perception among students and educators about the benefits of incor-
porating VR into pharmacology education.

The participants provided several suggestions for improvements and new fea-
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tures in learning pharmacology using the VR application. One participant ex-
pressed interest in delving deeper into the physiological response of complex
pharmacology, such as exploring the cellular level in greater detail. Although the
current application already covers beta-2-agonist treatment at a cellular level,
it is apparent that a much more detailed 3D-model is needed to allow users to
closely examine the cells and their interactions. The potential to combine the
pharmacology component with anatomy was also mentioned by a participant,
as they found it particularly interesting from a VR perspective. This feedback
highlights an opportunity for further development of the application, which can
provide users with a more in-depth understanding of complex pharmacological
processes.

Another recommendation was the incorporation of multiple-choice questions to
test and reinforce learning. This addition could provide an interactive assess-
ment method that further engages users with the material. Additionally, two
teachers suggested during the test that more information in the form of text
could be very useful to explain the different parts observed in the lungs, partic-
ularly the various sections of the bronchial tubes.

Overall, the second user evaluation reinforced the positive feedback gathered
during the first session, with participants expressing a strong belief in the po-
tential benefits of incorporating VR into pharmacology education. As both
students and teachers were involved in this evaluation, the results provide a
more comprehensive understanding of the perceived value of the VR applica-
tion across different user groups. This feedback, along with the results from
the first user evaluation, offers valuable insights for further development and
improvement of the application, ensuring its effectiveness as an educational tool
in the field of pharmacology.
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Chapter 6

Discussion

This chapter builds upon the findings from the previous chapter, discussing the
results in greater detail. The chapter also considers opportunities for future
research and development in the use of VR in Pharmacology education.

6.1 Summary of Findings

In the two rounds of user evaluation sessions feedback was gathered to under-
stand the application’s strengths and areas of improvement. The results of the
evaluation revealed that the application achieved an average SUS score of 82.5
in the first session and 80.55 in the second session, placing it between good and
excellent on Bangor et al.’s scale [112].

During the initial evaluation session, four external participants without prior ex-
perience in VR technology engaged with the application. While all participants
found the application navigable, concerns were raised regarding its complexity
due to an excessive number of options. In response to this feedback, adjustments
were made, such as simplifying the menu system and improving the movement
controls.

In the second round of evaluation sessions, a total of nine participants, con-
sisting of both first-year nursing students and teachers from HVL, participated.
The feedback was generally positive, recognising the potential of VR as a tool
for enhancing pharmacology education. Some of the suggestions for improve-
ment included visualisation of complex processes occurring at the cellular level,
combining pharmacology with anatomy, and the inclusion of multiple-choice
questions for testing and reinforcing learning.

The complexity of the wrist menu was a recurring theme in the feedback from
both sessions, both on the questionnaire responses and during verbal exchanges
during the testing phase. Users noted that they sometimes felt overwhelmed by
the number of options available, which led to confusion.

To address this issue, specific menu options were eliminated, while others were
consolidated. Notably, the merging of medication administration and subse-
quent tracking of its transit as into a single button significantly mitigated the
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complexity associated with navigation and interaction within the application.
This improvement facilitated a shift of user attention towards the displayed
content, rather than being impeded by functional complexities. The partici-
pants appreciated the innovative and interactive nature of the application, which
brought pharmacological concepts to life in a way that traditional methods could
not.

In the context of RQ2, the custom questionnaire administered during the evalu-
ation sessions provided valuable insights into the perception of the VR applica-
tion. Across both sessions, a substantial majority agreed or strongly agreed that
using a VR application in pharmacology education can make learning more en-
gaging and interactive. Similarly, when asked whether VR could help visualize
and understand complex pharmacological concepts more easily, the majority re-
sponded with either strong agreement or agreement. These responses underscore
the potential value and effectiveness of VR as a learning tool in pharmacology
education.

In summary, the results from both evaluation sessions indicate a positive re-
ception of the application, with users appreciating its potential to enhance en-
gagement and interactivity in pharmacology education. Despite minor usability
issues, the application scored well on the SUS, demonstrating its overall user-
friendliness and potential as an educational tool. The results suggests that an
engaging and informative VR application has been successfully developed.

6.2 Key Findings from the Development Pro-
cess

The promising results observed in medical education across multiple disciplines
have spurred questions about the applicability of VR technology in pharma-
cology education. To address some of these questions, we embarked on the
development of an application through DSR that could serve as a platform for
research into this matter.

Our objective was to contribute new knowledge to the existing knowledge base
and to advance the understanding of the potential benefits and limitations of
this technology in relation to pharmacology education. Specifically, we aimed
to answer the question, ”How can we design a Virtual Reality simulation that
enables users to observe the pharmacological effects of beta-2-agonists in the
treatment of asthma?”.

This section aims to provide a review of the key findings from the development
process and highlight their relevance in addressing RQ1 [1.2]. The subsequent
discussion will delve into the implications of these findings and shed light on
their potential contributions to the field.

In accordance with the principles of DSR, the development process itself was
to be considered research. In the initial phases of the project, the scope of the
application was limited to the treatment of asthma attacks. This decision was
based on a variety of factors, including the feasibility of achieving the project
objectives within the allotted time frame, as well as the desire to effectively
demonstrate the potential of virtual reality technology in this context. As such,
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we formulated RQ1 [1.2]. This research question served as a guide throughout
the development process, ensuring that all design decisions and iterations were
aimed at answering it.

The research project yielded several noteworthy insights and findings. The
choice of utilising the Unity game engine provided certain advantages. The UI of
the application underwent multiple iterations to ensure ease of use, with a focus
on drawing attention to the educational aspects and minimising complexity.
Streamlining the UI design and simplifying user choices were key considerations.

Additionally, the project recognised the significance of employing tools and tech-
niques to simplify the development process and enhance workflow efficiency. In
the later stages of development, the application derived from the research project
underwent evaluation through two distinct user evaluation sessions, wherein
quantitative assessments were employed. The first session yielded an overall
SUS score of 82.5, while the subsequent session resulted in a slightly lower SUS
score of 80.55.

The choice of Game Engine alluded to above ultimately fell on Unity for this
project. Throughout the development period, it demonstrated good perfor-
mance and flexibility in implementing various features and functionalities re-
quired for the simulation. Additionally, the availability of numerous libraries
and plugins, as well as a well-established community with a plethora of resources
such as online documentation, forums, and YouTube videos, provided ample
support for the development process. These factors, combined with Unity’s
compatibility with various hardware systems, made it a practical choice for the
creation of a simulation of pharmacological effects in the treatment of asthma.

The UI of the application was a crucial element that underwent several itera-
tions during the development process. In any software system, the UI plays a
significant role in the user’s experience. However, in novel media such as VR,
the unfamiliarity with the technology can amplify the perceived complexity of
the UI. Consequently, the importance of the UI can become even more pro-
nounced in the context of VR applications. Therefore, it is crucial to carefully
design and simplify the UI to ensure ease of use for the intended user group.
Additionally, when designing an application intended for educational purposes,
the primary focus should be on achieving the intended learning outcomes. As
such, it is important to ensure that the UI does not detract from the intended
educational experience and does not require an excessive amount of time to
become familiar with it.

As described in section 4.8, the UI and wrist-mounted menu, in particular, went
through several iterations. Notably, a recurring theme across these iterations
was the pursuit of improvement through the means of simplification. This area
of improvement was identified through verbal exchanges as well as observed
from the screen recordings of the users’ interactions from the second evaluation
session. Various design refinements were undertaken to streamline the UI, en-
hancing its usability and reducing the number of choices users had to make to
get the experience that we had intended. Freedom of choice can be a good thing.
However, it is imperative to ensure that such freedom does not compromise the
primary focus and objectives of the application.

In addition to the aforementioned emphasis on simplification within the UI de-
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sign, the project also recognised the importance of identifying and utilising var-
ious tools and techniques that facilitated the simplification of the development
process itself, thereby fostering a more streamlined workflow.

Two distinct tools have demonstrated their instrumental role in efficiently re-
ducing the workload and concurrently elevating the overall quality of the ap-
plication. In particular, the application’s visual representation of medication
was significantly enhanced by leveraging Unity’s ParticleSystem and the BPC
sourced from the Unity Asset Store. The utilisation of the BPC extended to
the design of both the player movement system and the breathing visualisa-
tion in the application. These tools effectively facilitated the adoption of more
streamlined techniques, thereby culminating in advancement in the medication
visualisation process.

In order to assess the usability of the application, we conducted two user eval-
uation sessions. These evaluation sessions involved quantitative assessments,
specifically employing the SUS to gauge usability. The initial session resulted
in an overall SUS score of 82.5, indicating a high level of user satisfaction with
the application. Subsequently, in the following evaluation session, the applica-
tion achieved a slightly lower SUS score of 80.55, which still demonstrated a
favorable user perception of the application’s usability.

The scores from both evaluation sessions would put the usability of the appli-
cation between good and excellent on Bangor et al.’s [112] scale. These scores
indicate that the users found the application to be user-friendly and effective in
fulfilling its intended purpose, thereby validating the efforts put into its devel-
opment and design.

It is worth noting that the first session included a relatively small participant
group of only four individuals, which may raise concerns regarding the generaliz-
ability of the results. However, these concerns were addressed in the subsequent
evaluation session, which involved a larger participant group of nine individuals.

Given the relatively small number of participants in the first session, caution
should be exercised in drawing definitive conclusions from the observed differ-
ence in SUS scores between the two evaluation sessions. Furthermore, it is
noteworthy that the difference in scores amounted to only 1.95, which could be
considered within the expected margin of error. Therefore, it would be inappro-
priate to speculate whether the observed difference in scores can be attributed
solely to the changes implemented in the application between the evaluation
sessions.

To obtain a more robust assessment of the application’s usability, the results
from both evaluation sessions can be considered collectively. The two versions
of the application exhibited relatively similar characteristics, and when the re-
sponses from both evaluation sessions were combined, the overall sample size
increased to 13 participants. This larger sample size enhances the statistical ro-
bustness of the study and strengthens the generalizability of the findings. The
average SUS score across the two sessions was calculated to be 81.525, giving a
more rigorous measure of usability. This approach mitigates some of the poten-
tial limitations associated with the first session’s smaller participant group.

The design presented in Chapter 4 outlines an approach to address the research
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question posed in this thesis. However, it is imperative to acknowledge that this
study does not claim that the described methodology is the optimal or the only
way of addressing the research inquiry. The development of an application for
this specific use case involves a multitude of options that must be considered
and chosen, ranging from minor design choices, such as the colour of a button in
the UI, to more consequential decisions, such as the selection of a game engine.
Therefore, it is important to recognise that the presented methodology is only
one possible approach and that other valid approaches may exist.

One potential weakness of the SUS is its reliance on users’ retrospective memory.
It is possible that users might focus more on their most recent experiences with
the system and base their responses primarily on those experiences. This can
lead to a bias where users’ evaluations are influenced by the final interactions
or moments with the system rather than considering the entire user experience.

An aspect that remained untested in the evaluation of the application pertains to
the potential occurrence of simulator sickness, which is a recognised weakness
associated with VR experiences. The occurrence of simulator sickness could
potentially undermine the overall usefulness of the application if users were to
experience discomfort or adverse effects.

The limited duration of participants’ engagement with the application, which
lasted under 10 minutes during the user evaluations, prevented a thorough ex-
amination of this aspect. While none of the participants reported feeling sick,
it should be noted that they were not specifically asked about symptoms of
simulator sickness. As such, the absence of reported sickness experiences should
not be interpreted as evidence regarding the potential presence or absence of
simulator sickness resulting from the use of the application.

The decision not to test this aspect during the evaluations was made to prioritise
the assessment of the application’s usability. Nonetheless, it remains important
to acknowledge the potential influence of simulator sickness and recognise the
need for further investigation, potentially involving longer exposure times to
accurately evaluate its impact on users’ experience.

Based on the insights and findings of the research project, some key recommen-
dations can be made. Unity has demonstrated good performance and flexibility
for simulating medicinal effects in a virtual environment. Its compatibility with
various hardware systems, availability of libraries and plugins, and strong com-
munity support make it a practical choice. Additionally, when developing edu-
cational applications, particularly in novel media such as VR, careful attention
should be given to the UI design with an emphasis on simplicity.

Tools such as Unity’s ParticleSystem and the BPC from the Unity Asset Store
yielded significant improvements in both the visual representation of medication
and its development process. Given the notable benefits experienced in the
application’s development, both tools warrant careful consideration for future
expansion efforts involving a broader range of medications.

Further research in the field could explore alternative methodologies for address-
ing the research question and developing similar applications. Different design
choices could be investigated to determine their impact on user engagement and
learning outcomes.
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Additionally, conducting studies with a larger sample size to improve the validity
and generalizability of the findings would be beneficial. Extended durations of
exposure could be employed to assess the occurrence and impact of simulator
sickness, providing valuable insights into the potential challenges and limitations
of VR applications in an educational environment.

By adhering to the principles of Design Science and aligning all design decisions
and iterations with the objective of addressing RQ1, the development of the VR
application has yielded notable findings. These findings include the enhance-
ment of the UI through simplification and the recognition of the significant role
played by the utilisation of pre-existing tools in improving both the workflow
and the overall outcome of the application. Based on the comprehensive de-
scription of the development process presented in section 4 and further analysis
in this section, it can be asserted that the description provided therein serves
as a substantial response to RQ1 [1.2].

6.3 Perceived Effectiveness of VR in Pharma-
cology Education

Building upon the VR application’s design and implementation, our project ex-
plored its effectiveness as an educational tool compared to traditional methods,
as perceived by students and educators. As per the DSR process, in addition
to the development process providing new knowledge, the developed artifact
should be evaluated in the context of its intended environment. This led to our
second research question: ”How do students perceive the effectiveness of VR ap-
plications in helping them learn pharmacology concepts compared to traditional
teaching methods such as lectures, textbooks, or videos?”.

To answer this question, we included a custom questionnaire A.2 in both the user
evaluation session. Therefore, in addition to answering the SUS, participants
were asked to respond to a questionnaire A.2, specifically created to gauge
students’ and users’ perceptions of the use of VR in pharmacology education.

The respondents generally agreed with each other for most of the statements.
The results indicate strong agreement from the vast majority of the respondents
that using a VR application in pharmacology education can make learning more
engaging and interactive and that a VR application provides meaningful benefits
compared to traditional teaching methods such as books, lectures, and videos.
One item on the questionnaire where the respondents were not in agreement
was question 8 A.20. The answers to the statement, ”The benefits of using a
VR application in my field of study does not outweigh the challenges and limi-
tations”, varied the most. Responses spanned the entire spectrum of opinions,
ranging from ”strongly disagree” to ”strongly agree”.

The majority of evaluation participants were in agreement when responding to
items one and two of the custom questionnaire. To the statement, ”Using a
VR application in pharmacology education can make learning more engaging
and interactive.”, 12 of the 13 respondents answered ”strongly agree” and one
respondent answered ”agree”. Similarly, every participant disagreed with the
statement, ”A VR application does not provide any meaningful benefits com-
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pared to traditional teaching methods such as books, lectures, and videos.”

The data shows that both students and educators strongly believe that using a
VR application in pharmacology education can significantly enhance the engage-
ment and interactivity of the learning process. The overwhelming agreement
with the statement emphasises the potential of VR to transform the educational
experience by providing a more immersive and interactive environment. Addi-
tionally, the unanimous disagreement with the notion that VR lacks meaningful
benefits compared to traditional teaching methods demonstrates the recognition
of VR’s unique advantages to pharmacology education. These findings suggest
a shared belief among participants that VR can offer valuable enhancements to
teaching and learning practices.

Every participant reported either ”agree” or ”strongly agree” with the state-
ment, ”The use of a VR application in pharmacology education can provide a
more immersive and memorable learning experience.” This unanimous agree-
ment aligns with the findings of several studies mentioned in Section 1.4, which
have highlighted the potential of VR to offer an immersive and interactive learn-
ing environment. In addition, there are also studies suggesting that immersive
virtual environments can offer major advantages in the domain of visual-spatial
learning [132].

Question 8 of the custom questionnaire, which examines the assertion that ”The
benefits of utilising a VR application in the context of my field of study do not
outweigh the challenges and limitations,” yielded the most diverse responses.
This finding suggests that participants hold varying perspectives regarding the
balance between the advantages and disadvantages of utilising a VR applica-
tion within their respective fields of study. Some might worry about technical
problems or costs, such as the steep learning curve often associated with new
technologies or the investment in VR equipment. Others might feel that these
challenges are outweighed by the potential benefits, such as increased engage-
ment, interactivity, and enhanced understanding of complex concepts that VR
can offer.

This diversity in opinions suggests that while there is enthusiasm for VR ap-
plications in pharmacology education, there are also concerns about potential
difficulties that need to be addressed.

The practicalities of integrating VR into an educational setting present some
challenges. Access to VR equipment and cost are just some limiting factors
[36]. Lie et al. [36] state that it is necessary to provide sufficient time for both
students and faculty to adjust when implementing and using virtual reality in
health professions education.

As VR continues to evolve, it has the potential to become an influential tool
in the broader pedagogical toolbox. One approach could be to utilise VR as
a supplemental tool to reinforce previously taught material. After a lecture or
reading assignment, students could use the application to revisit and deepen
their understanding of the concepts. On the other hand, the application could
be used more flexibly, with students encouraged to explore at their own pace
and focus on areas they find particularly challenging.

Although the response from the user study was predominantly positive, it is
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important to acknowledge that the sample size was relatively small. While the
feedback provides valuable insights into the perceptions of VR in pharmacology
education, it may not fully represent the views of the broader population. Fur-
thermore, the diversity of learning styles and preferences means that a broader
study could reveal additional insights.

As elaborated in the prior section, the methodology we utilised to create this VR
application was just one of many possible approaches. The construction of an
application for this unique context involves a vast array of choices. It is crucial
to acknowledge that the chosen method is not necessarily the optimal or only
pathway, and other valid strategies may exist. Variations in the design approach
could potentially lead to an enhanced level of understanding or engagement
among students.

While the questionnaire statements aimed to assess respondents’ perspectives
on VR in a general sense, it is important to consider that the answers might have
been influenced by the specific VR application developed within this project.
This potential influence stems from the fact that evaluation participants were
asked to interact with and evaluate our application prior to completing the
custom questionnaire.

It is important to note that the developed application, although offering a
glimpse into the utilisation of VR for showcasing pharmacological aspects in
a virtual environment, may not represent the cutting-edge advancements in VR
technology. If participants had the opportunity to experience a similar appli-
cation created by a prominent company, their responses to the questionnaire
statements might have been more favorable.

Conversely, participants might have held more positive perceptions, envision-
ing that the application would be significantly improved in its final form. In
this case, one would need to consider the respondents’ anticipations for future
development while interpreting the questionnaire results.

Either way, when interpreting the results, one should keep the context of the
evaluation session and the developed proof of concept application in mind.

It is recommended that further research be conducted with a larger and more
diverse sample size to gain a more comprehensive and reliable understanding of
the benefits and limitations. This will help to determine not only the overall
efficacy of VR as a tool in pharmacology education but also the contexts and
settings in which it may be most beneficial.

Alongside this, it would be beneficial to continue evolving the application based
on the feedback and suggestions from the participants. Such iterative improve-
ments would allow the application to better suit the needs of different learners
and educators alike.

Due to the mixed responses regarding the challenges and limitations of VR, it
would be valuable to investigate these concerns further, identifying the specific
challenges encountered by users and developing strategies to mitigate them.
Moreover, exploring ways to integrate the VR application seamlessly with tra-
ditional methods would also be a worthwhile pursuit.

Our research has explored the perceived effectiveness of a VR application in
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pharmacology education compared to traditional methods. The empirical ev-
idence showed strong agreement among participants regarding VR’s ability to
provide immersive and memorable learning experiences. However, there were
varied responses regarding the balance of benefits and challenges associated with
the implementation of VR in the specific domain of pharmacology education.

All but one participant expressed ”strong agreement” to notion that using a VR
application in pharmacology education can make learning more engaging and
interactive. Similarly, all participants expressed agreement with the proposition
that VR offers substantial advantages in comparison to conventional teaching
methods such as textbooks, lectures, and videos.

Based on the evaluation results and in response to Research Question 2, it can
be argued that both pharmacology students and educators perceive VR as a
valuable tool that offers advantages over traditional teaching methods in the
context of pharmacology education.

6.4 Further work

6.4.1 Improvements to the Application

The application developed during this project holds immense potential for fu-
ture improvements. This includes enhancing the user experience, deepening
learning outcomes, and enabling more complex visualisations of pharmacologi-
cal concepts.

The world of technology is in a perpetual state of progress, and this forward
momentum carries a wealth of opportunities for refining and expanding the ca-
pabilities of such VR applications. One key area of improvement lies in the mod-
els used in the application. As technology continues to advance, more detailed
and accurate 3D models are constantly being developed. These can eventually
represent intricate biological structures with unprecedented precision, enabling
visualisation of the smallest components inside the human body. The leap in de-
tail and accuracy can significantly enhance both the realism and the educational
potential of the application.

Similarly, the power and efficiency of VR headsets are continually evolving.
In the future, it is expected that headsets will become even more powerful,
with increased resolution displays, improved frame rates, and enhanced tracking
capabilities. This growing processing power will allow developers to incorporate
more complex mechanisms and systems into their applications.

Feedback from the evaluation phase revealed a desire among participants for
more complex visualisations, particularly at the cellular level. This underscores
the importance of leveraging technological advancements to deliver a richer,
more detailed learning experience. The continuous improvements in VR tech-
nology allow for more complex simulations, including highly detailed models and
advanced animation. It might be possible to expand the application to include
such intricate simulations, enabling users to observe the cellular interactions of
medications.

Another proposed enhancement, suggested during the evaluation, was the inclu-
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sion of multiple-choice questions. This could serve to reinforce the knowledge
acquired from the simulations. For example, after completing a simulation of
how a beta-2-agonist works, the user could be presented with a quiz testing their
understanding of the medication’s effects and its role in asthma treatment. This
would not only make the learning experience more interactive but also provide
immediate feedback on the user’s comprehension. Such feedback could serve
a dual purpose - it would help consolidate the user’s learning and could also
act as an informative tool for educators, helping them identify any areas of
misunderstanding or gaps in the learner’s knowledge that need to be addressed.

In consultation with Berg and Serkland, the idea of integrating a gamified com-
ponent into the application has been proposed as a desired direction for future
development. They propose that users could virtually administer different med-
ications, with the simulation accurately reflecting the outcomes of their treat-
ment choices. This could include situations such as administering the correct
medication versus an incorrect one or adjusting dosage levels to see the effects
of under or over-medication. This interactive component would provide stu-
dents with a risk-free environment to apply their knowledge and experience the
real-world implications of their decisions.

6.4.2 Expansion of Diseases

There is a vast landscape of possibilities to broaden the application’s capabilities.
Currently, the VR application focuses on visualising the pharmacological effects
of beta-2-agonists in the treatment of acute asthma attacks, a condition within
the broader spectrum of human diseases. However, the principles applied in this
application can potentially be extended to a host of other diseases, each with
unique health-related characteristics and treatment methods.

Toward the conclusion of the project period, our stakeholders expressed an
interest in incorporating long-term control medications for asthma as the next
step in the project. This, together with the already implemented short-acting
medication, could give a broader understanding of the complex nature of asthma
management.

The results gathered from the study indicate a positive reception from partici-
pants, who found the application an engaging and motivating tool for learning
pharmacology. An expansion to cover a broader range of diseases could signifi-
cantly enhance the application’s utility and relevance, making it more suitable
for various pharmacology topics. It is conceivable that the more expansive and
relevant the application becomes, the greater its chances of being adopted as
an additional tool in education. By supplementing traditional teaching meth-
ods with a tool like this, educators could potentially boost student interest and
motivation in pharmacology.

It is important to note that this expansion would require careful planning and
execution to ensure each disease is accurately represented and the complexity of
the application remains manageable for users. A crucial aspect of this process
would be the involvement of medical experts. Having precise information from
these experts would be invaluable in guaranteeing the accurate visualisation of
each disease, thereby providing the highest educational value to the students
using the application.
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6.5 Limitations

In the process of developing an educational tool that takes advantage of VR
technology, it is essential to acknowledge the inherent limitations that come with
the territory. The following points highlight some of the constraints encountered
during the project.

Firstly, the level of detail and realism achievable in the 3D models is constrained
by the processing power of current VR headsets. High-fidelity models with
intricate details can significantly increase the computational demand, leading
to performance issues such as low frame rates or latency. Although efforts were
made to optimise the models for the VR environment, a careful balance between
detail and performance had to be maintained.

Secondly, the UI and the user experience design in VR applications present
unique challenges compared to traditional software design. Ensuring the appli-
cation is intuitive and user-friendly, particularly for users who may be unfamiliar
with VR technology, is crucial. Despite careful design and user testing, there
may be aspects of the UI or UX that some users find less intuitive or more
challenging to navigate, as discovered during the user evaluation.

The scope of the application is another aspect worth mentioning. Currently, it
is primarily focused on the pharmacological treatment of asthma, with an em-
phasis on the action of short-acting beta-2-agonists. While this focus allows for
a detailed exploration of this particular aspect of asthma treatment, it does not
provide a comprehensive view of asthma management or cover other essential
topics in pharmacology. This limitation was a conscious decision made in the
project’s scope to ensure depth of content over breadth.

The application’s effectiveness as an educational tool is dependent on the user’s
engagement with the material, which can be influenced by numerous factors.
These factors may include personal preference, familiarity with VR, and the
quality of the VR hardware used. Although VR provides an immersive and
interactive learning experience, it does not guarantee that all users will find it
more effective or engaging than traditional learning methods.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

This thesis aimed to design a VR application that would enable users to simulate
the pharmacological effects of medicinal drugs and observe these effects within
the human body. In the early stages of the project, the focus was narrowed
down to asthma medication, specifically quick-acting beta-2-agonists, in order
to limit the scope of the project and ensure a more focused approach to the
simulation development. This allowed for a more detailed and comprehensive
exploration of the specific medication and its effects on the body, leading to a
more accurate and informative VR experience for users. The decision led to the
creation of an application that served as a proof of concept for a larger appli-
cation encompassing a broader range of medications. The project’s design and
development processes were centred around achieving a high degree of realism
and accuracy, with the ultimate aim of producing an application that would aid
in medical education and training.

This thesis was centred around two research questions:

• RQ1: How can we design a Virtual Reality simulation that
enables users to observe the pharmacological effects of beta-2-
agonists in the treatment of asthma?

• RQ2: How do students perceive the effectiveness of VR appli-
cations in helping them learn pharmacology concepts compared
to traditional teaching methods such as lectures, textbooks, or
videos?

To develop and evaluate the application, the principles of Design Science were
employed. In Chapter 4, the response to RQ1 is presented, and some significant
insights are highlighted in Chapter 6. While we do not claim that our design is
the sole or optimal method to construct such an application, it does provide a
response to the stated research inquiry. Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter
3, to assess the usability and effectiveness of the designed application, a SUS
questionnaire was utilised in the user evaluation process. The results presented
in Chapter 5 shows that the application achieved a SUS score of 82.5 in the first
evaluation and 80.55 in the second evaluation, indicating that it was perceived as
usable. This suggests that our design is, at least, a viable method for simulating
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the pharmacological effects of beta-2-agonists in the treatment of asthma in a
VR environment.

In addition to the SUS, a custom questionnaire was developed to evaluate the
perceived effectiveness of the VR application in helping students learn phar-
macology concepts compared to traditional teaching methods. The findings
from this evaluation were presented in Chapter 5 and discussed in Chapter 6,
providing an answer to RQ2.

This thesis has also delved into potential future prospects with regards to the
project. In particular, the possibilities of broadening the scope of the appli-
cation to encompass a greater range of medications, and utilising the research
as a foundation for more extensive studies focused on aspects such as learning
outcomes. These future avenues hold potential for expanding the application’s
utility and uncovering further insights on the efficacy of virtual reality in phar-
macology education.

In conclusion, the present study has successfully developed and tested a func-
tional implementation of the proposed VR application using the principles of
design science. The resulting application underwent evaluation using both quan-
titative and qualitative methods, indicating its viability and usability for medical
education and training. The findings of this study contribute to the growing
body of literature on the use of VR technology for medical education and train-
ing, and may provide a valuable foundation for future research in this area.
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Appendix A

Evaluation Results

A.1 SUS Results

Figure A.1: Pre-question 1

Figure A.2: Pre-question 2
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Figure A.3: Question 1, SUS

Figure A.4: Question 2, SUS

Figure A.5: Question 3, SUS
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Figure A.6: Question 4, SUS

Figure A.7: Question 5, SUS

Figure A.8: Question 6, SUS
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Figure A.9: Question 7, SUS

Figure A.10: Question 8, SUS

Figure A.11: Question 9, SUS
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Figure A.12: Question 10, SUS

A.2 Custom Questionnaire

Figure A.13: Question 1, Custom Questionnaire
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Figure A.14: Question 2, Custom Questionnaire

Figure A.15: Question 3, Custom Questionnaire

Figure A.16: Question 4, Custom Questionnaire
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Figure A.17: Question 5, Custom Questionnaire

Figure A.18: Question 6, Custom Questionnaire

Figure A.19: Question 7, Custom Questionnaire
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Figure A.20: Question 8, Custom Questionnaire

Figure A.21: Question 9, Custom Questionnaire
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Figure A.22: Question 10, Custom Questionnaire
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Appendix B

Source code

The source code for the application is available at this URL: https://github.
com/avlesbug/VR-Pharmacology.

A video showcasing the application is available at this URL: https://youtu.
be/gkEHYkIN1fc.

A Windoes build of the application can be downloaded at this URL: https://
drive.google.com/file/d/1WMU7s611ttAh3OTCX2dJKQd8hvmdIRAX/view?usp=

sharing.
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